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The

Cloud of

GOD'S GLORY
IN A SHOCKING BIBLICAL EVENT,
THE PILLAR OF GOD'S CLOUD
DESCENDED FROM HEAVEN RIGHT
INTO THE 2012 KISUMU MEETING

INTRODUCTION
THE ANOINTING & THE GLORY OF GOD

T

HE CHURCH OF CHRIST is still
as much of heaven's solicitude
as in the days when the LORD
Jesus walked the earth, and taught
men of common occupation in the
noonday, in the marketplace. This
beloved endearment is regardless of
the current backdrop of embarrassing
apostasy that is today being witnessed
in the present-day church of Christ.
This heavenly concern is largely due to
the fact that the church still constitutes
that royal and priestly bride who will
sit at the wedding feast of the LAMB
in heaven. For that reason, despite
the degrading fall and despicable
corruption that is currently ongoing
in the house, JEHOVAH has availed this
window of reprieve by opening heaven
unto her. Biblically, whenever the LORD
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opened heaven upon Israel, HE often
visited them in the most powerful
GLORY OF HIS PRESENCE. In this way, GOD
ALMIGHTY always sends HIS power to
achieve HIS divine holy purpose on the
earth. GOD's power that accomplishes
HIS will on the earth is only resident in
the life of GOD. However, the two ways
in which GOD sends that divine power
to effect revival upon humanity, are; i)
through an established, qualified and
delegated agency (individual), or, ii) by
GOD HIMSELF coming down to the earth
to execute the agenda of HIS glorious
Kingdom among HIS people. Regardless
of the avenue employed by GOD for
channelling HIS power, the end result
however must always remain the same;
that the purposes of GOD's will be fully
achieved on the face of the earth.
Whenever the LORD chooses to delegate
HIS power through an appointed
agency (individual), that power is
often defined as the anointing of GOD
upon that person. And in that way, the
individual concerned must always tap
into the life of GOD in order to attain
the power of GOD, and hence display
the manifestation of GOD's power, at
his assignment. That inevitably means
that the appointed person must lineup their lives with the life of GOD. That
is the way in which the LORD Jesus
HIMSELF was anointed to achieve the
purposes of GOD on the earth.

how God anointed Jesus of
Nazareth with the Holy Spirit and
power, and how he went around
doing good and healing all who
were under the power of the
devil, because God was with him
(Acts 10:38).
38

Nevertheless, the level of the anointing
of GOD that any appointed individual
is delegated is always metered by the
amount of the life of GOD and hence
the power of GOD that is in operation
in the life of such a beholder. The
life of GOD and power of GOD that
any appointed individual can access,
is always apportioned through the
Spirit of the LIVING GOD. On the other
hand, when GOD HIMSELF decides to
come down to the earth and execute
HIS purposes among HIS creation,
that visitation of the PERSON OF
THE GODHEAD, is often defined as
the REVELATION OF GOD. Unlike the

anointing of GOD where HE deliberately
delegates HIS life and power to an
individual, the revelation of GOD
however, often involves the PERSON
OF THE GODHEAD HIMSELF coming
down to the earth in the form of the
physically visible REVERED GLORY OF
GOD. The level of exploits one can
achieve for the glorious Kingdom
of GOD therefore depends on the
demonstrable amount of GOD's life
in them, and the expressed amount
of verifiable power of GOD in them.
Such power is evidenced through
the manifestation of the anointing
apportioned unto such an individual.
This indeed points to the fact that
the beholder of the anointing of GOD
must always inevitably be closer and
closer to GOD HIMSELF as the anointing
authority. By this, the anointing of GOD
through HIS Spirit often cleanses out
sin and creates a vessel of honour in
the beholder of that power. That can
only imply then, that when the CLOUD
OF GOD'S GLORY descended and visited
the Mega Kisumu Revival Meeting, it
was as a matter of fact the FEARSOME
REVELATION OF GOD that took place in
the church. The REVELATION OF GOD
is the act of GOD HIMSELF actually
revealing and disclosing HIMSELF in
HIS REVERED materialized PERSONA to
the church. It essentially refers to the
striking disclosure of the PERSON OF
THE GODHEAD, in a manner not realized
before, in the church of Christ. This is
what practically catapulted the Kisumu
visitation of the CLOUD OF GOD as not
only a monumental historic occurrence
of our time, but also one of its own
unequalled rank.

REVELATION OF GOD
WHY THE GODHEAD CHOOSES
TO REVEAL HIMSELF TO MANKIND

FEAR OF GOD

W

HEN GOD THE FATHER heard

about the atrocities that
were being committed by the
citizens of Egypt against HIS bonafide
blessed people Israel, it truly struck
HIS heart with the greatest of pain and

brought a serious hurt unto HIM. It is
because of that severe agony which
GOD THE FATHER HIMSELF felt towards HIS
people Israel that caused HIM to put in
place a formidable set of modalities to
deliver them from that harsh Egyptian
slavery and oppression. Owing to the
gravity of that cruel repression that
even entailed the killing of the male
child, GOD decided to come down as
the GODHEAD and deliver them HIMSELF.
However, in that liberation of Israel,
so much was concealed about the
intended deliverance of the CHURCH
from the cruel claws of the adversary.
As the blood of the Lamb splattered
and splashed around the compounds
of the Israelites, and sheltered their
homes from the fearsome visitation of
the GODHEAD HIMSELF, so was the BLOOD
of Jesus also intended to SANCTUARY
the souls of men, that they may
one day be able to stand before the
GODHEAD HIMSELF.

Be always on the watch, and pray
that you may be able to escape all
that is about to happen, and that
you may be able to stand before
the Son of Man." (Luke 21:36)
36

Rarely does the GODHEAD visit
mankind. However, on every occasion
when HE has chosen to do so, such a
visitation has often brought with it a
great perplexity and distress among
HIS people. This has become one of the
main reasons for which the GODHEAD
always once in a while chooses to visit
HIS complacent people by HIMSELF as an
act of great awakening. Whenever the
GODHEAD HIMSELF decides to descend
upon the earth in the revered Cloud
of HIS GLORY, it often results into a
widespread FEAR OF GOD among the
people, owing to the magnitude of
HIS appearance in the form of thick
CLOUD, earthquake, trumpet blasts and
flames. This is what often compels HIS
people to go into a large scale serious
REPENTANCE for the fear of wrath. Thus,
many times the GODHEAD will visit HIS
people by HIMSELF in order to restore
this reverent FEAR OF GOD among HIS
elect and bring forth an extensive
purging of decay, immorality,
corruption, and all manner of sin. In
this way, the GODHEAD HIMSELF initiates
forth a massive REPENTANCE REVIVAL in
order to awaken HIS people and restore
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in the camp at that wilderness place,
to the extent that frequent heckling
and ranting at Moses now became
the order of day. This act from among
the Israelites, greatly diminished the
authority of GOD that Moses was
intended to wield as he points them
16
On the morning of the third
to the right direction towards the
day there was thunder and
Promised land. Therefore, we see that
lightning, with a thick cloud over
the breakdown of law and order in the
the mountain, and a very loud
Israelite camp was as a matter of fact
trumpet blast. Everyone in the
the reflection of the loss of the FEAR OF
camp trembled. 17 Then Moses
GOD that had now blossomed in their
led the people out of the camp to
meet with God, and they stood at
hearts. And for the GODHEAD to decide
the foot of the mountain. 18 Mount
that HE is coming down HIMSELF to
Sinai was covered with smoke,
sort matters out HIMSELF, it must have
because the LORD descended on
become a grievous issue that definitely
it in fire. The smoke billowed
tipped the threshold in heaven. Put in
up from it like smoke from a
words, GOD ALMIGHTY seems to have
furnace, and the whole mountain
reached the
trembled violently.
end of the road
19
As the sound of
with this people
the trumpet grew
since they did
louder and louder,
not reserve any
Moses
spoke
residual decorum
and the voice of
God
answered
towards Moses.
him. 20 The LORD
The seem to
descended to the
have spent it all
top of Mount Sinai
on matters of
and called Moses And On That Day The GODHEAD HIMSELF daily survival
to the top of the Descended And Visited His People In
and livelihood. It
mountain. So Moses The Mighty Crusade. KISUMU REVIVAL /
December
31,
2012
is this lack of the
went up 21 and the
FEAR OF GOD that
LORD said to him,
indeed registered
“Go down and warn
in heaven as a grave imprudence. Many
the people so they do not force
times in the bible, the LORD has well
their way through to see the LORD
underscored that such lack of wisdom
and many of them perish. 22 Even
the priests, who approach the
among HIS people is indeed very deadly
Lord, must consecrate themselves,
for a generation that really needed
or the LORD will break out against
GOD.

31st, 2012, HE must have intended
to bring up a great awakening within
the church. Of late, the church of
Christ, and especially the pulpit has
largely operated outside the realm of
the FEAR OF GOD. Like Israel, it is this
lawlessness that must have tipped
the threshold of the heavenly scales
and caused THE GODHEAD HIMSELF to
intervene for purposes of Christ Jesus
the Bridegroom. The GODHEAD must
have thus purposed that upon HIS
visitation, the church would see HIS
Serious Materialized Physical Form
of the Fearsome Cloud of GLORY, and
be thrown into sombre perplexity in
order to restore the lost FEAR OF GOD in
the church. In so doing, the GODHEAD
must have deliberately intended to
stir up a great awakening about GOD
within the church, and ignite forth
a serious REPENTANCE REVIVAL for
the lukewarmness and backsliding
committed in the house. This is what
would throw not only the church,
but the entire global community into
the biggest REPENTANCE wave of our
time. Put together, the awe, the FEAR
OF GOD, the REPENTANCE REVIVAL, and
the return to holiness are the spiritual
fundamentals that this visitation of the
GODHEAD was intended to inject into
that long-awaited process of PREPARING
THE WAY for the glorious coming of the
Messiah. For Israel, the visitation of the
GODHEAD on that Mt. Sinai occasion,
brought with it such a terror because
it essentially revealed the Severity of
GOD, thereby causing them to humble
and request for forgiveness of sins.
them.”23 Moses said to the Lord,
Things got so bad at that mountain
“The people cannot come up
28
And he said to the human race,
visitation that the Israelites in fact
Mount Sinai, because you yourself
“The fear of the Lord—that
avowed that they would rather GOD
warned us, ‘Put limits around
is wisdom, and to shun evil is
Speaks to them through Moses than
the mountain and set it apart
understanding.”
(Job
28:28).
get
to see the consuming wrath that
as holy.’” 24 The LORD replied,
defines the Presence of the GODHEAD.
“Go down and bring Aaron up
For that matter, when the GODHEAD
In fact from that day on it became
with you. But the priests and the
HIMSELF decided to descend and
vividly clear in their minds that
people must not force their way
visit the church at the Mega Kisumu
through to come up to the Lord,
meeting the GODHEAD was nothing
Revival Meeting on that December
or he will break out against them.”
short of death itself.
(Ex 19:16For the church, this
24).
fearsome visitation of
the GODHEAD HIMSELF
By all
couldn't have come
perceivable
at a better time than
standards,
this! This is the hour
This lady was totally Blind but when the MIGHTY PROPHET OF THE LORD walked into the
order had
grounds, the LORD Mightily opened her totally Blind eyes and she was able to follow the
when the church is
broken down MAN OF GOD wherever He went. GLORY BE TO GOD MOST HIGH!
right on the heels

them to HIMSELF. Such was the case
with Israel at the hour of her greatest
rebellion, when THE GODHEAD HIMSELF
decided to visit her in order to restore
her to HIMSELF, in that wilderness
encounter.
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THE DAY HEAVEN OBEYED A HUMAN BEING & OPENED, & RELEASED INSTANT RAIN
Bukhungu Stadium, Kakamega / June 5, 2005

1

On A Bright Sunny Summer
Day Of JUNE 5, 2005,
Bukhungu Stadium,
KAKAMEGA, KENYA

5

And a heavy outpour consumed
the stadium AS THE SUN WAS
STILL SHINING
(See the shadows)

2

3

4

And HE Read From The Word
& Declared That The Nations
Of The Earth Would Know
About This Historic Meeting

AND HE COMMANDED
HEAVEN TO OPEN & RELEASE
RAIN ON A CLEAR SUNNY
SUMMER DAY

And in less than ONE MINUTE
HEAVEN OBEYED, & OPENED,
AND RELEASED INSTANT RAIN
(See Complete Rainbow).

Pastors and the people were
stunned and wept bitterly in
FEAR OF THE LORD, THE
GREAT GOD OF ELIJAH

And The MAN OF GOD THE
PROPHET knelt down &
worshipped THE LORD, THE
GREAT GOD OF ELIJAH

And the MAN OF GOD Restored
unto The LORD A HOLY ALTAR
IN THE LAND

6

of repeating the same mistakes that
Israel committed. The rampant abuse
of the grace and lack of the FEAR OF
GOD which has infected the presentday House of GOD is what has indeed
left the LORD with no choice but to
PERSONALLY intervene on behalf of
the Christ. This have become so
blatant that Christians now almost
treat GOD as their 'elder brother'! The
horrendous sacrifice that the Messiah
laid down with HIS Own Life at the Altar
of the Cross has today been treated
as nothing by none other than the
church herself! Pastors and Shepherd
have openly come out to announce
their gayism and their endorsement
of homosexuality as an acceptable
lifestyle in the present-day church!
If this level of abomination does not
cause the GODHEAD HIMSELF to attend
to this matter, what is it that the
present-day believer expects would
threshold in heaven! Prostitution and
sexual sin have invaded the church in

7

a manner never witnessed before, to
the extent that it now common order
to find displaying their nudity and
nakedness in the House of the LORD
during worship! While all this goes on
the false prophets and false apostles
are on the other busy defiling the
bride, repeatedly, again and again
through the gospel of prosperity that
centres the love of money at the heart
of the church. Indeed abomination
and blasphemy by the present-day
believers has become so widespread
that it is indeed world over. All the
sundry, definitely knew that it would
just be a matter of time before the
GODHEAD HIMSELF came down to attend
to this grievous matter. To say that
the GODHEAD needed to come down
and bring the seriousness of HIS
enormity in to the House would be an
understatement. HE had to come down
owing to how late in the day it is for
the coming of the King. And indeed
that process of PREPARING THE WAY for

8

the coming of the LORD can only be
achieved in this day and age, by the
GODHEAD HIMSELF drawing HIS people
back to HIMSELF through a genuine
penitent remorsefulness. This is how
He stages a ferocious fight for the SON
OF MAN that is coming. Like Israel,
today's church of Christ ought to be
on their knees right now repenting
for the blasphemies, abominations,
lukewarmness, and backsliding that
has been so witnessed in the church
of Christ. One cannot imagine just
how much pain the GODHEAD has
gone through when women come out
in the open spotting extra-marital
pregnancies, and pointing fingers at
Pastors as the perpetrators of that
despicable immoral act! Even the
apostate church herself knew it too
well that there is no way such a heinous
act as is being commissioned in the
house today, would have gone on
virtually unchallenged. Now with the
coming of the GODHEAD HIMSELF into
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REPEAT OF 1 KINGS 18: HEAVEN COMMANDED TO OPEN & OBEYS AGAIN
SEPTEMBER 17, 2011 - KISII, KENYA

1

LIVE ON JESUS IS LORD RADIO
SEPTEMBER 8, 2011 (9 Days Before)
THE PROPHET OF GOD Decreed
That Heaven Would Open In Kisii
When He Enters The Stadium

2

And When THE PROPHET OF GOD Walked Into The
Stadium, A Massive Healing Anointing Hit The Stadium
& This Crippled Boy That Was Lying Including Being Fed
Horizontally Got Up And Walked

NAIROBI - SEPTEMBER 10, 2011
(7 Days Before) And The MAN OF
GOD Decreed Again That Heaven
Would Open At Kisii Stadium

When this woman from AUSTIN,
TEXAS heard the Prophecy saying
that heaven would open in Kisii, she
came all the way from the US to
see it for herself. (In this picture she
describes how she longed that the
rain would fall on her).

7

AND IT WAS A SUNNY SUMMER
DAY

(See Shadow)

6

5

4

AND IT WAS INDEED A
SUNNY SUMMER DAY

3

And When The Day Finally Arrived, The PROPHET OF
THE LORD Stood Before The Multitude And Before The
LORD And Decreed These Words, "Let Heaven Open
Here. Let It Rain On Us The Way It Did In Kakamega,
With The Sun Still On, That It May Be Known That
The LORD Has Honoured His Servant, These Are The
Days Of Elijah, These Are The Stripes Of HIS Servant."
SEPTEMBER 17, 2011

8

And the PROPHET OF GOD
knelt down and COMMANDED
HEAVEN TO OPEN

10

AND THE PEOPLE WORSHIPPED THE GREAT GOD OF
IN GREAT FEAR THROUGHOUT THAT HEAVY OUTPOUR

11

ELIJAH

9

And With These Words, Heaven
Instantly Opened And Released A
Very Heavy Outpour

12

And After The Heavy
Outpour, The PROPHET
Of LORD Stepped Onto
The Altar And Decreed
The Following Words,
"You Are The GOD Of
Heaven, The GOD OF
ELIJAH And Moses, The
Holy One Of Israel,
We Have Worshipped
Here Under The Open
Heaven.."
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the spiritual landscape, the writing is
on the wall!

AUTHORITY & POWER

T

HE SECOND REASON as to why
the GODHEAD HIMSELF may often
choose to come out of HIS
Throne in heaven and visit mankind on
the earth, is for purposes of bringing
unto HIS people the REVELATION OF
GOD's Authority and the Demonstration
of HIS infinite power. Just like Israel
suffered a severe bout of spiritual
forgetfulness on their journey to the
promised land, so has it recurred
to the present-day church of Christ
on her journey to the Kingdom of
GOD. For Israel, the pleasures and
joy of travelling with friends and
acquaintances is what very soon made
them forget what this journey was
actually all about. The Israelites quickly
forgot that this entire journey from
Egypt to the
Promised
Land was
as a matter
of fact
all about

reminder unto Israel on WHO exactly
this journey to the Promised Land was
all about. The present-day church of
Christ too has today gotten herself
friends and acquaintances aboard this
sacred journey to heaven, and hence
seriously compromised the holiness
of her walk by entangling herself
with revelry and viceful activities of
this sinful world. By doing this, like
Israel, the present-day church too has
quickly forgotten that this journey to
the Kingdom of GOD actually began
on the Cross as a holy voyage whose
focus was the ONE and ONLY GOD OF
ISRAEL JEHOVAH. As a matter of fact, as
was the case in Israel from Goshen,
this one too was all intended to be
about the WORSHIPPING OF JEHOVAH in
absolute holiness. Just as Israel lost
the innocence of her holiness in the
process of revelry along the journey,
so has the present-day body of Christ
lost holiness in the process of partying
with sinful world, as a means of

appointed Servant. In this context, we
see that when the GODHEAD chose to
come down HIMSELF and visit Moses HIS
Friend and Elijah HIS Prophet, it was
a way of asserting to the entire Israel
together with their kings, that these
were HIS established and appointed
agencies (servants) on the earth.
After seeing that the GODHEAD HIMSELF
visited these Servants in HIS dreaded
glory, this is what compelled the entire
house of Jacob to submit under the
stewardship of these mighty Servants
of GOD, and by extension under the
Supreme LORDSHIP OF JEHOVAH THE GOD
of Israel (Num 17:1-10; Ex. 19:16-24).

may honour HIS NAME and observe an
uncompromisable adherence to HIS
holy fundamentals of righteousness.

executed in Israel among the children
of Jacob and HIS policies implemented
in those respective generations. Today
too, we see that the mighty visitation
of the GODHEAD in HIS Cloud at the
Kisumu Meeting was indeed intended
to establish HIS Messenger and the
urgent Message of this hour He
beholds on the coming of the Messiah.

“Go out and stand before me
on the mountain,” the LORD told
him. And as Elijah stood there,
the LORD passed by, and a mighty
windstorm hit the mountain. It
was such a terrible blast that the
rocks were torn loose, but the
LORD was not in the wind. After
the wind there was an earthquake,
but the LORD
was not in the
earthquake. 12
And after the
earthquake
there was a
Enock was born with a severe deformity, with only one nostril and without an upper jaw. The second nostril remained fire, but the
WORSHIPPING
totally blocked and the Doctors inserted the breathing and feeding tube shown above, down the single opening. He LORD was not
JEHOVAH
had no teeth because he had no upper jaw. And on that June 5th, 2011, when THE MIGHTY PROPHET OF THE LORD in
the fire.
walked into the Kericho Grand Revival Meeting and decreed healing with HIS Prophetic Tongue, the LORD performed
and instead
And
after the
a shocking Miracle of Creation when HE literally Created a new upper jaw for this baby, and sealed the cleft lip
began to get without any surgery whatsoever. This precious baby can now feed normally and the teeth even began to grow and fire there was
involved in
today they are normal. THE LORD BE ETERNALLY GLORIFIED!
the
sound
revelry and
of a gentle
making her journey 'comfortable'. As
whisper. 13 When Elijah heard it,
viceful activities.
he wrapped his face in his cloak
a result, we can clearly see that the
13
Then the LORD said to Moses,
and went out and stood at the
GODHEAD must have intended that by
“Get up early in the morning,
entrance of the cave. And a voice
revealing HIMSELF to the CHURCH at
confront Pharaoh and say to him,
said, “What are you doing here,
that Mega Kisumu Revival Meeting, HE
‘This is what the Lord, the God of
Elijah?” (1 Kings 19:11-15; New
purposed to restore her unto HIMSELF,
the Hebrews, says: Let my people
Living Translation)
by instilling an indelible sense of awe
go, so that they may worship me
In that way, the agenda of GOD was
her way that from that day on she
(Ex 9:13).
As they went about their journey in
the wilderness, the Israelites began
partying and sharing bad stories about
how Egyptian life had edified them and
helped them raise forth families. This
was the complete contrary to what
the LORD expected of them, especially
considering that they had just one
through a brute form of repression.
Therefore, by visiting HIS people on
that dreadful Mt. Sinai encounter, the
GODHEAD HIMSELF brought forth a vivid

ESTABLISHING TRUTH

T

HIRDLY, THE GODHEAD may also
choose to visit HIS people by
HIMSELF and in HIS DREADED
GLORY, when HE deems it fit in HIS
heart to give testimony and witness
on HIS choice and HIS favour upon HIS

11
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RESTORING PULPIT

T

HE FOURTH REASON for which
JEHOVAH THE GODHEAD HIMSELF

is deep in thought, or busy, or
traveling. Maybe he is sleeping
and must be awakened.” 28 So
they shouted louder and slashed
themselves with swords and
spears, as was their custom, until
their blood flowed. 29 Midday
passed, and they continued their
frantic prophesying until the time
for the evening sacrifice. But
there was no response, no one
answered, no one paid attention.
30
Then Elijah said to all the
people, “Come here to me.” They

I am your servant and have done all
these things at your command. 37
Answer me, Lord, answer me, so
these people will know that you,
Lord, are God, and that you are
turning their hearts back again.” 38
Then the fire of the LORD fell and
burned up the sacrifice, the wood,
the stones and the soil, and also
licked up the water in the trench.
39
When all the people saw this,
they fell prostrate and cried, “The
Lord—he is God! The Lord—he is
God!” 40 Then Elijah commanded
them, “Seize the
prophets of Baal.
Don’t let anyone
get away!” They
seized them, and
Elijah had them
brought down to
the Kishon Valley
and
slaughtered
there (1 Kings

may choose to visit the church
in PERSON, is as a matter of fact related
to the third reason. Many times the
devil exploits confusion as his tool of
throwing the otherwise well-meaning
people of GOD into an otherwise
totally unnecessary tempest. However,
owing to the fact
that GOD's word
of the truth is
the established
sanitizer of HIS
people's lives,
the enemy often
attempts to
infiltrate that
line of truth
18:20-40).
with a shrewd
counterfeit. This
Because the church
situation is not
has for sometime
very far from
now disgracefully
what the presentreproached herself
day church of
with the message
Christ is currently
CHILE PASTORS' CONFERENCE - IN THE SENATE / June 2013
and messengers
A section of the 3500 Senior Bishops and Senior Pastors who listened to the
undergoing. With
announcement on the Coming of the Messiah and the need to prepare a holy church
of prosperity, the
false prophets
without sin unto the LORD .
GODHEAD must have
and false apostles
now found it right
plus false evangelists, criss-crossing
to visit her HIMSELF, and bring to a
came to him, and he repaired
the width and breath of the Altar for
the altar of the Lord, which had
stop this noise that has for a long
money, there couldn't have been a
been torn down. 31 Elijah took
time masqueraded as the gospel
better place at which to underscore the
twelve stones, one for each of the
in the church. It is indeed seriously
deadly consequences of counterfeit
tribes descended from Jacob, to
deplorable that from one corner of the
than in the house today. The enemy
whom the word of the LORD had
earth to the other, the church appears
has ensured that he infiltrates the word
come, saying, “Your name shall be
to have settled to one common hymn
of the truth with a very closely related
Israel.” 32 With the stones he built
whose song champions how one can
an altar in the name of the Lord,
message that resembles the truth, and
quickly prosper and live better on
and he dug a trench around it large
yet is actually totally false. That having
this earth. For a heavenly church that
enough to hold two seahs of seed.
been the case in Israel, and now the
33
is well aware of the inexchangable
He arranged the wood, cut the
church, the GODHEAD often decides
treasures of eternity, to settle for a
bull
into
pieces
and
laid
it
on
the
that enough is enough and intervenes
cheap gospel of prosperity amounts
wood. Then he said to them, “Fill
in order to establish HIS impeccable
four large jars with water and
to a deep betrayal of the core of the
LINE OF TRUTH. In so doing, the
pour it on the offering and on the
cause of Jesus on the Cross. And yet
GODHEAD often visits in order to clearly
wood.” 34 “Do it again,” he said,
it is abundantly clear to any average
distinguish between the authentic and
and they did it again. “Do it a third
thinking citizenry of the church that
counterfeit Messenger and Message.
time,” he ordered, and they did it
this earth for whose dwelling they so
the third time. 35 The water ran
“Baal, answer us!” they shouted.
clamour will soon passing away! The
down around the altar and even
But there was no response; no
GODHEAD hence indeed had to come
36
filled the trench.
At the time
one answered. And they danced
down HIMSELF and bring this absurdity
of
sacrifice,
the
prophet
Elijah
around the altar they had made.
to a stop by re-establishing the true
stepped forward and prayed:
27
At noon Elijah began to taunt
message of the Cross and the BLOOD
“Lord, the God of Abraham, Isaac
them. “Shout louder!” he said.
back to the church.
and Israel, let it be known today

“Surely he is a god! Perhaps he

that you are God in Israel and that
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TOTALLY BLIND EYES OPENED/ This
boy was totally blind but as the MIGHTY
PROPHET OF THE LORD walked into the
Kisii Stadium, TREMENDOUS POWER OF
GOD descended and amazingly popped
open his eyes and he was able to follow
the MAN OF GOD and even run after
HIM to take the microphone from the
MAN OF GOD. Surely THE LORD IS GOD!

Sign & wonder

T

HE FIFTH REASON as to why GOD

decides to reveal HIMSELF in

PERSON unto humanity is often

in order that HE may bring about the
suspension of the laws of nature and
institute in place the incontestable
supernatural laws of GOD. This too HE
has always used as a means of creating
awe and establishing HIS incontestable
Authority and unassailable Power
among HIS people. When Joshua caused
the sun to stand still, it became the
landmark moment when Israel severely
feared the LORD GOD and returned to
HIM in a serious panic and trembling
that from that day on became a lasting
lesson taught even date.

On the day the LORD gave the
Amorites over to Israel, Joshua
said to the LORD in the presence
of Israel: “Sun, stand still over
Gibeon, and you, moon, over the
Valley of Aijalon. 13 So the sun
stood still, and the moon stopped,
till the nation avenged itself on
its enemies, as it is written in the
Book of Jashar. The sun stopped in
the middle of the sky and delayed
going down about a full day. 14
There has never been a day like
it before or since, a day when the
LORD listened to a human being.
Surely the LORD was fighting for
Israel! (Joshua 10:12-14).
12

In doing this, the GODHEAD ensured
that HE brings the point home very
clearly to HIS people on the fact that
not only did HE create the laws and
forces of nature, the gravity inclusive,
but that He can also overrule them at
HIS discretion. Considering how much
the laws and forces of nature govern
the life of the church today, to the
extent that the christian believers have

adapted themselves exclusively to what
they can feel and touch, than faith. On
this planet earth, not only have the
laws of nature gripped the instruments
of life, but also become the means by
which christian believers or otherwise
can openly contest the existence of
the Authority of GOD. For instance,
many people Christians inclusive had
reached a place where they did not
believe anymore that GOD can still heal
disease. When such phenomena such
as drought and floods which essentially
revolve around the laws of nature hit,
today's modern day society has found
it more convenient to turn to IMF,
UN, WHO, or even the United Nations
Security Council to seek resolution
that may calm the devastation caused,
in stead of turning to GOD THE FATHER
WHO is the CREATOR of all the universe.
It is this level of heathenism that the
GODHEAD intends to wipe out when HE
visits in PERSON and brings forth HIS
Power and Authority that can overrule
the laws of nature. For instance, the
events of June 5, 2005 at the Bukhungu
stadium in Kakamega a clear reminder
that the GODHEAD is still in reign and
in charge of life as created by HIM. The
occurrence at the Gusii stadium in Kisii
are not any lesser in underscoring this
humbling aspect of the visitation of the
GODHEAD. Please watch the youtube
below:-

http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=NSniWVT9QVk

These spiritual landmarks
have since then to this
point become very fearful
developments in the nature
of the GOD we worship,
and hence caused the
church to humble, submit
and repent. Moreover, when the
prophecy of the historic 8.8 magnitude
earthquake in Chile was given across
the globe on that January 19, 2009,
and on Television Nacional De Chile
(TVN), little did the global community
perceive the gravity of what JEHOVAH
had intended to accomplish. However,
it is the fulfilment of that prophecy
on that February 27, 2010, at exactly
3:34am, that brings to fore the gravity
of the authority and Power of the
GODHEAD in not only defeating but
also overruling the laws and forces
of nature. Upon its fulfilment on that
fateful February 27th, the GODHEAD
ensured that the earth tilts and
shortened the length of each earth
day by about 1.26 microseconds
permanently, as reported by baffled
NASA Scientists. When I gave that
prophecy live on Global TV in Santiago
De Chile, one year in advance, little did
the inhabitants of the earth understand
that I was as a matter of fact alluding
to the fearsome visitation of the
GODHEAD HIMSELF upon the earth. If
one is to listen very carefully to the
pronouncements that announced forth
the coming of that historic visitation,
one would easily hear the groaning
and grieving of GODHEAD regarding
this matter of how homosexuality
has devastated the church of Christ
in Chile. This becomes a classic case

NAPOLI, ITALY
And THE MAN OF GOD
warned the church to
turn away from sin, sexual
immorality, and postmodernism inclusive, IN
ORDER TO PREPARE THE WAY
FOR THE COMING OF THE
MESSIAH.
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of how the visitation of the GODHEAD
is meant to bring back the fear of
GOD, and cause forth a judicious
repentance among the nations. It is
indeed a fearful thing to encounter the
GODHEAD. Please watch on youtube
below:http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=uDEbn8XJDME
Furthermore, we see the same
establishment of the authority and
power of the GODHEAD over and above
the forces of nature when the prophecy
of the Pakistani earthquake was given,
and its fulfilment shocked the earth
by creating a new island in the sea, in
Balukistan Province.

Destroying idols

T

HE SIXTH REASON for which the

GODHEAD chooses to come down
and visit the earth HIMSELF IN
PERSON, is for purposes of uncovering
the vanity and emptiness of human idol
worship and such shameful idolatry to
total destruction. We are reminded here
of when the GODHEAD visited Israel at
her most desperate hour and brought
down dagon, thereby breaking him
down into smaller unutilizable and
unworshippable pieces.

The Ark in Ashdod and Ekron
After the Philistines had captured
the ark of God, they took it from
Ebenezer to Ashdod. 2 Then they
carried the ark into Dagon’s
temple and set it beside Dagon.
3
When the people of Ashdod
rose early the next day, there
was Dagon, fallen on his face on
the ground before the ark of the
Lord! They took Dagon and put
him back in his place. 4 But the
following morning when they rose,
there was Dagon, fallen on his face
on the ground before the ark of
the Lord! His head and hands had
been broken off and were lying
on the threshold; only his body
remained (1 Samuel 5:1-4).
5

In the present-day generation, there
has been a serious avalanche of idol
worship that has not spared the church
too. This kind of humiliating apostasy
of idol worship has in essence gotten
its way right into the house of the
LORD. The love of money and the gospel

of prosperity have crafted themselves
into a beautiful casting of gold that
is both pleasing to the lustful eye
and also tempting to touch. The duo
of the love of money and worldliness
have unsurprisingly coalesced to form
the biggest golden calf in today's
church of Christ. It is as though every
christian believer is today in a dash
to get wealthy and live well on this
earth, by centering the love of money
in their hearts. This idol worship has
today overtaken the worshipping of
JEHOVAH in the modern-day churches,
and essentially accelerated the decay
of apostasy. Tragically enough, two
blind cannot lead each other! It is
saddening that this fall of idol worship
has not only struck the Altar of the
LORD, but also flourish in the tender
hearts within the congregation. As
a consequence, no one at the pulpit
seems to rebuke sin anymore, neither
do they see the urgency for calling for
a reformation in the house of the LORD.
This has resulted into an escalation
of sexual immorality that has gone
virtually unchallenged in the presentday House of the LORD. The GODHEAD

from time immemorial, the hearts
of the believers indeed belonged
to HIM, and HIM alone! That fact is
unquestionable.

Open Heaven

T

O DRAW AN UNDERSTANDING

on this novel segment on the
visitation of the GODHEAD, it is
indeed indispensable that we examine
one other aspect relating to such a
monumental visitation upon the face
of the earth. Whenever the GODHEAD
chooses to live HIS dwelling in heaven
and come down upon HIS people, the
most inevitable occurrence that can not
be precluded from any engagement
underscoring it, is the fact that such
an occurrence always invariably leads
to an OPEN HEAVEN over the church.
We are vividly reminded here when the
LORD Jesus took the three confidants
who were close to HIS heart up the
Mountain of Transfiguration. The
visitation that accrued thereon became
a monumental milestone whose
bearing continue to ramify the hearts
of the believers
owing to the fact
that it was at
that summit that
the Perfect Lamb
of sacrifice was
defined and duly
TOTALLY BLIND EYES OPEN / This man was completely blind and would instructed.
only get around by help of a White Cane for the Blind. But as we can see
here, as soon as the PROPHET OF THE LORD prayed for all the sick, the
LORD instantly opened his eyes and was able now clearly identify his
white cane.

on that December 31st, 2012 must
have decided that enough is enough!
This is what caused HIM to come down
HIMSELF as the GODHEAD in order to
bring down this dagan that the church
had so much cherished and endeared
her heart to. In such an encounter in
the days of old, things went south and
it ended up with dagan being struck
into virtually unworshippable pieces! If
there was a place at which to illustrate
the jealously of the GODHEAD over the
hearts of HIS people, then this would
be it. In this way, the LORD is basically
saying that the brutality of the enemy
over the hearts of HIS people is totally
unacceptable in HIS Kingdom and that

After six days
Jesus
took
with him Peter,
James and John
the brother of James, and led them
up a high mountain by themselves.
2
There he was transfigured
before them. His face shone like
the sun, and his clothes became as
white as the light. 3 Just then there
appeared before them Moses and
Elijah, talking with Jesus. 4 Peter
said to Jesus, “Lord, it is good for
us to be here. If you wish, I will put
up three shelters—one for you,
one for Moses and one for Elijah.”
5
While he was still speaking, a
bright cloud covered them, and a
voice from the cloud said, “This is
my Son, whom I love; with him I
am well pleased. Listen to him!”
6
When the disciples heard this,
1
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they fell facedown to the ground,
terrified (Matthew 17:1-6).
Nevertheless, another visitation
of equal measure of gravity
is one in which the visitation
of the GODHEAD appeared
right at the point when Christ
Jesus the Messiah was being
baptised in the Jordan River.
On both occasions of the
GODHEAD visiting the church,
HE left an unmistakable path
that instructed the footsteps
of HIS people on which way
leads to HIS eternal Kingdom
in heaven. At Transfiguration
when the Cloud of GLORY span
that summit location, the Voice
directed the entire creation to
listen to Christ Jesus as the only
way to HIS glorious Kingdom.

5 While he was still speaking, a
bright cloud covered them, and a
voice from the cloud said, “This is
my Son, whom I love; with him I
am well pleased. Listen to him!”
(Matt 17:5)
In this visitation of the GODHEAD at
the summit of Transfiguration, we see
that the Voice of the GODHEAD HIMSELF
is heard instructing creation unto
Christ Jesus the Messiah. However,
we cannot still lose sight at the most
important development that took place
at this summit, when the glorious
Cloud finally wrapped the Messiah and
revealed HIM as the Christ to the naked
human eyes of the three disciples that
witnessed this shocking phenomenon.
In that way, the visitation of the
GODHEAD always points humanity to
Christ the King as their gateway into
the domain of the GODHEAD HIMSELF.
Additionally, when the glorious Cloud
wrapped Moses and Elijah and closed
them into heaven, the GODHEAD was
essentially was making it clear to the
human race that a day cometh when
those who abide in Christ Jesus would
have to be lifted up by the Cloud of
the Glory of the GODHEAD HIMSELF into
rapture. To this end, the GODHEAD
expects that the eyes of men are
strained.

serious rampage of revelry, the people
of Sodom and their counterparts in
Gomorrah decided to take it a notch
higher by enacting sexual sin as an
INALLY, IF THERE IS any one thing
acceptable mode of living. This turned
that the church can lay her hands
that whole place into hell since it was
on and say that this is it that
no longer habitable even with the
says it all about the GODHEAD, then it
slightest morals to nature. This is what
is the eternal holiness of our FATHER.
drew some serious condemnation from
The Holy nature of the GODHEAD
the higher echelons of power above.
is as eternal as HE is. And that can
The bible puts it clearly that the sin
only imply that from the eternity of
of Sodom became so heinous that it
the eternities to the eternity of the
drew an outcry unto the LORD. And
eternities, only the holiness of GOD
when the LORD heard the sobbing of HIS
never changes. It is this very yardstick
remnant righteous few, then owing to
of holiness that HE has perpetually
the gravity of that complaint, heaven's
advanced towards the church, to the
courts made a determination on that
extent that without holiness nobody
matter. The LORD decided that because
will ever be able to see GOD.
of the gravity of the Sodom sin, HE
would have to come down HIMSELF as
14 Make every effort to live in
the GODHEAD in order to make a further
peace with everyone and to be
determination whether the case filed
holy; without holiness no one will
against Sodom was commensurate with
see the LORD (Heb 12:14)
the atrocities on the ground. When
GOD THE FATHER HIMSELF came down
Outside the realm of holiness, the
as the GODHEAD, HE met Abraham and
church has no future with the LORD
fellowshipped with him on the matter
because HE IS HOLY (Lev 20:26). Many
of Sodom
times
sin. While
when
the rest may
the LORD
be history,
chooses
we however
to relate
cannot lost
closely
ANOTHER
SET
OF
BLIND
EYES
OPEN
/
Another
person
set
free.
sight of
with HIS
the historic
chosen
beating that
people
Sodom took for her sinful act. Sodom
as the church, that relationship is
and Gomorrah was literally obliterated
often governed by a living covenant.
and wiped out of the face of the earth
Because Israel had such a covenant
by deadly burning sulphur. This has
with JEHOVAH all their lives were
since served as a standing order and
principally tailored to the provisions
lesson that whenever the GODHEAD
of that covenant. The church too
HIMSELF visits in HIS holy nature, it is
enjoys a covenant relationship with
just inevitable that HE must dispense
the LORD to the extent that she lives
the righteous judgment of GOD. The
in full observance of all the articles
question then becomes, 'Could it be
of the provisions of that covenant.
true that the reason the GODHEAD
However, central in this covenant that
HIMSELF chose to come down into the
the GODHEAD enacts with HIS elect,
church at the Mega Kisumu Revival is
is the benchmark of holiness. Owing
because the church has committed the
to this unchangeable standard of
Sodom kind of sin'! Different schools
holiness, many times the people have
have presented different analyses with
a covenant relationship with the LORD
some projecting that the sin of the
run into some serious headwinds.
present-day church may be estimated
Such was the case when Sodom and
to have surpassed the heinous act that
Gomorrah blatantly went out on a
drew such a widescale condemnation
sinful spree that saw them embrace not
on Sodom. Many right-thinking
only sexual sin but also homosexuality
Christians will today agree that it is
and defilement. After engaging in a

Judging Sodom

F
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true the present-day church a harsher
punishment than Sodom, because she
is the beholder of the Holy Spirit. By
the time Sodom and Gomorrah was
running into serious problem with
the law of GOD, the Holy Spirit had
not been released as the Counsellor
and Teacher of humanity against sin.
For the church, there will not be any
excuse to commit the heinous sin of
Sodom and Gomorrah because the
Holy Spirit has already been released
to Counsel her. Today's church is very
well aware on which way to follow
in order to navigate herself clear
from homosexuality, nudity, immoral
dressings, falsehood, etc, etc. And
yet she still chooses to walk this road
that Sodom followed and ended up
in serious trouble with the GODHEAD.
It doesn't take much to project that a
failure to heed GOD's law of holiness
will lead today's church into a worse
judgment than Sodom.

Identity & Mission

I

T IS HENCE imperative to state here
that everytime the GLORY OF THE
LORD descended from HIS THRONE
in heaven upon Israel, that GLORY often
displayed a historic visitation. For
instance, when the LORD GOD visited
HIS Servant Moses in the wilderness,
the GLORY OF JEHOVAH manifested in
the form of this very thick Cloud of
GOD. We are reminded here of Moses
being visited by the GODHEAD in HIS
GLORY, though in a different form at the

inception of his mighty ministry. GOD'S
GLORY that embodied that inaugural
visitation manifested the PERSONA OF
THE GODHEAD as a BURNING BUSH. No
wonder when the time came for HIM to
introduce HIMSELF to Moses,
HE said, "I AM WHO I AM."

And God said unto Moses, I AM
THAT I AM: and he said, Thus
shalt thou say unto the children of
Israel, I AM hath sent me unto you
(Ex 3:14).
It is JEHOVAH GOD THE FATHER AND
THE CONSUMING FIRE HIMSELF that

beheld that wilderness visitation upon
Moses. Furthermore, we also see
that when Saul of Tarsus was busy
persecuting Christians, the LORD Jesus
confronted him through THE GLORY.
At that time, while Saul was en route
to Damascus, the GLORY OF THE LORD
Jesus descended upon him as a white
column of glorious Light that came
from heaven and struck him down.
Be it as it may, we see that when the
GLORY OF THE MESSIAH struck Saul, THE
LORD Jesus presented as a white pillar
of glorious Light that struck him down.
It was while in that state of near-coma
and trauma, that Saul spontaneously
exclaimed, "Who are you, my LORD?".
From the aforegoing, we now see
that regardless of whichever form
GOD'S GLORY takes on, CLOUD OR FIRE;
whenever that GLORY OF THE GODHEAD
descends from HIS THRONEROOM, HE
always comes to achieve a definitive
purpose for HIS glorious Kingdom in

National Repentance. Uhuru Park, Nairobi / February 2013
When the nation of Kenya returned to the LORD in Repentance.

heaven. Nonetheless, there will always
be a basic common threshold that
must be achieved for every visitation
of GOD's GLORY. And that common
benchmark is that, the GLORY OF
THE LORD always invariably comes to
transform the identity and life's mission
of the recipient from a more earthly
countenance to a heavenly focus. From
a more worldly countenance to a holy
living. From this, it is vividly apparent
that upon encountering GOD in HIS
MIGHTY GLORY, the identity of Moses
underwent a significant shift from one
who was merely wandering around and
focusing all his life on Jethro's earthly
wealth (sheep); to a Mighty Shepherd
of JEHOVAH's sheep (Israel) who was
heavenly focused. Notwithstanding,
that monumental visitation of GOD's
GLORY also translated Moses from a
mere earthly survivor into the mighty
MAN OF GOD he became. Things were
not any different with Saul of Tarsus,
when the GLORY of Christ Jesus
encountered him and transformed
him from a mere brute going by the
name Saul of Tarsus, to Paul the
Mighty Apostle of GOD whose exploits
involved the writing of nearly two
thirds of the New Testament. GOD's
visitation through the GLORY of Christ
Jesus is what transformed Saul from
an immoral worldly enemy of GOD, to
Paul the blessed Apostle of GOD to the
Gentiles. Therefore, taking Moses as
a casework of this encounter, we see
that the power of the anointing that the
Cloud of GOD brings, is what enables
not only the transformation of the
recipients, but also their capacitation
to underscore serious gains for the
Kingdom. To the extent that Moses
was occupied with other errands, and
upon encountering the GODHEAD IN HIS
GLORY did such tremendous exploits
come out of his life; then it can be
well said that the GLORY OF GOD brings
the life and power of GOD to the said
recipients. Therefore, it goes without
saying that whosoever is appointed
to become the recipient of GOD'S
GLORY of this day, must always first be
transformed into a new being, with a
completely heavenly focus, their former
status notwithstanding. And that can
only imply that regardless of the level
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of decay, insubordination, apostasy,
and fall, the present-day church may
have gone through, the GLORY OF THE
GODHEAD that visited in Kisumu has
come to transform them into a new
identity of holiness. By this, the LORD
is saying that whenever HE visits in the
GLORY OF HIS CLOUD, HE can literally
transform anybody however rebellious,
defiant, disobedient or obstinate
they may be, into a noble vessel that
accomplishes the novel agenda of the
glorious Kingdom of GOD. If there was
any message to the present-day defiant
church and the purposes of the current
visitation of the CLOUD, then this is it.

For Moses, in reality he now became
a totally different person from the
desperate personality he was before
that divine encounter. And that is why
even today as the same GLORY OF THE
GODHEAD visits the church of Christ,
its intent is a total transformation of
her identity, from a worldly immoral
congregation that she is, to a heavenly
royal bride that wields decorum and
inherits the wedding feast of the LAMB.
The anchor of this change of life's
mission is indeed pegged on the radical
transformation of identity that the life
and power of GOD imparts from the
GLORY OF THE GODHEAD. Just as did the

The November 21st, 2012, Stunning Prophecy
That Foretold The Visitation Of The GODHEAD

I

T MUST BE SAID that the
momentous build up to that
definitive December 31st, 2012
fearful visitation of the CLOUD OF GOD,
did not come without a major prophecy
pronouncement of its kind. That
astounding prophecy of this historic
GLORY OF JEHOVAH, has today become
an exhaustless theme whose discourse
and awe has panned the ends of the
earth. It constitutes the unveiling of
the depths of heavenly insight, in
both the wisdom and knowledge of
GOD presented to humanity. Looking
back at how this unusual prophecy
rolled out, today’s church is left
with no choice but to marvel at the
spectacular heavenly companionship
that the LORD unveiled to her on that
December 31st fulfilment. It gets even
much more puzzling to note that
this towering Majesty of JEHOVAH was
prophesied way back, more than a
month in advance, and indeed came to
pass with a stunning accuracy. Right
from its emergence on that December
31st, human pride, prosperity, and
post-modernism, all stand seriously
rebuked in the Presence of this
awesome Pillar of GOD'S Cloud. By all
biblical standards, this prophecy of
the CLOUD OF GOD and its fulfilment
kick-starts the beginning of a stern
prophetic season that has now began
to roll out in the zero countdown to

the coming of the Messiah. All can
now clearly see that this unveils a
dispensation of zero-tolerance to the

mighty GLORY OF THE GODHEAD purge
Moses and purified him as a glorious
vessel that could not only stand right
before GOD, but also execute GOD'S
heavenly agenda on the earth; so has
the GLORY OF THE GODHEAD visited
the church at this Kisumu Meeting to
purge off her immorality, gospel of
prosperity, falsehood, false prophets,
false apostles, post-modernism,
homosexuality, that she may not only
be found fit to stand before GOD, but
also be the agency that implements
GOD's heavenly agenda for the coming
of the Messiah in this dark earth. ■

red-line beyond which GOD ALMIGHTY
often acted in the most dreadful form
ever witnessed. In the circumstance
that the Shepherds fail to heed such
a monumental visitation of the CLOUD
OF GOD, JEHOVAH has often opted to
shepherding HIS people by HIMSELF.
This HE has done in the past by raising
forth servants who are completely

ANNUAL NATIONAL YOUTH CONFERENCE 2013
At Kenyatta University, the MIGHTY PROPHET OF THE LORD enlightened the learning
institutions that attended, that the CLOUD OF GOD that visited Moses in the bible
had visited the church, and hence time had now come for total OBEDIENCE to the
commands of the LORD.
rampant apostasy that has reigned its
course in the present-day church! In
the event that today's pastors will fail
to adhere to the message embodied
within this visitation of the CLOUD
OF GOD, the LORD may not stand a
continued spell of spiritual setbacks,
owing to how fast time is diminishing
towards that oncoming fateful day
of rapture. In the days of old, the
appearance of this particular CLOUD
OF GOD in the midst of HIS people, is
what right away underlined a spiritual

faithful to HIS Voice. And since the
same CLOUD OF HIS GLORY has now
made a prominent appearance into
today's church scene, it can only signify
then, that in the event of a continued
lawlessness as has been the trend
in the church, JEHOVAH HIMSELF may
be compelled to shepherd HIS sheep
by HIMSELF towards HIS Kingdom in
heaven. Such an overthrow by the LORD
was once witnessed during the time
of Eli the Priest. This stern warning by
the LORD is further reinforced by the
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Kakamega, August 31, 2012
And The White Column Of God's Glory Beamed All The Way From Heaven And
Covered THE SERVANT OF THE LORD, & Even Followed Him From Place To Place,
Wherever He Went On The ALTAR OF JEHOVAH.
proximity within which we have drawn
closer to the rapture of the church. It as
a result places a heavy burden on the
present-day church to well understand
the significance of this CLOUD OF GOD
that visited the Mighty Kisumu Revival
Meeting in broad daylight. To drive the
point home, the Holy Spirit even allowed
the congregation at that Mega Kisumu
Revival Meeting to capture the CLOUD OF
GOD on cameras and post on the web.

PROPHECY THAT CALLED THE GODHEAD
DOWN FROM HIS HEAVENLY THRONE
It was in the midst of the night of
November 21st, 2012 when GOD
ALMIGHTY Spoke with me in a mighty
vision, about a major occurrence
that was about to take place on the
earth. Considering the magnitude of
that conversation, I was immediately
awakened to its urgency. And owing to
the seriousness of this conversation, I
for a moment staggered upon waking
up as I contemplated what this may

mean towards the coming of the
Messiah. Crucial among the things that
stood out to me, was the challenge that
had all of a sudden presented before
me, as I needed to awaken the entire
globe to the fact that a monumental
visitation of historic proportion was
about to transpire. Owing to the
weight of this conversation, I knew it
too well that in my announcement to
the nations, I would have to ensure
that the connection between this
once in a lifetime visitation, and
the coming of the Messiah, is well
laid before humanity. Such was the
responsibility of this task. In addition,
I became well aware that relaying
such an enormous prophecy that
has not happened since the time of
Moses, would constitute a challenge
of sorts, especially considering the
time we are in. This became especially
sensitive because today's generation
is largely post-modern and has since
lost belief in the deeper matters of

GOD. However, when the opportune
moment finally presented for this
prophecy to be relayed, I went live on
Jesus is LORD radio, and spoke about
this very amazing visitation concerning
what was about to befall the face of
the earth. In the first segment of that
prophecy, I principally dwelt on the
biblical significance of this magnitude.
With great assertion, I severally reemphasized the time frame of this
visitation that would act as the gamechanger in the House of the LORD. In
that proclamation then, I nonetheless
had to come out very clearly and
classify this upcoming visitation of
the CLOUD OF GOD, as one that had not
been unveiled to humanity in a very
long time. I further went on to describe
that the fulfilment of this titanic
prophecy of the CLOUD OF GOD would
begin with the stunning opening of
heaven over the Kisumu revival meeting
that was then upcoming. And to bring
the point home, I enlightened the global
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listenership of Jesus is LORD radio,
that upon that miraculous opening of
heaven, the magnificent CLOUD OF GOD
would come out of the gates of heaven,
and breech its boundary into the sky.
I further went to that the CLOUD OF
GOD would go on to descend straight
from the chambers of heaven right
into the December 31st, 2012 Mega
Kisumu Revival Meeting. In this way,
this prophecy in itself had a purifying
impact upon the deceptive church of
this modern age. This is because I
was able to pin point with stunning
accuracy, not only WHEN that CLOUD OF
GOD would come, but also which exact
location it would visit.

Hidden Details
Most importantly, I divulged that
when THE CLOUD OF GOD visits, HIS
Presence would come in several waves
like a sweeping FUNNEL OF TORNADO.
However, what I did not reveal was
the manner in which THE LORD had
Spoken with me in the finer details. In
that vision, the LORD took me into the
Kisumu Revival Meeting in advance.
On that November 21, 2012, I had
already seen what would transpire in
the December 31, 2012 visitation. In
the vision, as the LORD took me into
the stadium of the meeting, I saw
myself standing at the altar, and then
all of a sudden heaven opened right
above me, and I saw the shocking
humongous and most revered CLOUD
OF GOD come right out of heaven into
the sky. The CLOUD OF GOD I saw come
out, left heaven and descended straight
towards the stadium and into the
Kisumu Revival Meeting. As I continued
standing at the altar, I realized that
the CLOUD OF GOD that had descended
from heaven was in the form of a thick
WAVE of the Revered Presence of GOD
THE FATHER HIMSELF. What has never
ceased to perplex me is the fact that
in this vision the LORD seems to have
merged two very distinctive and yet
very significant events at one go. This
is because, by the mere nature of it,
the descent of the humongous historic
CLOUD OF GOD from heaven into the
sky on its own constituted a major
landmark in this vision. However, the

GOD OF ISRAEL overlapped me with two

sequential events.

HISTORIC HEALINGS HIT

towards me at the Altar, I quickly
realized that HIS force was too
immense and its TORNADO FORMATION
was too fearful to withstand. That is
what caused me to attempt to duck.
That was when the most shocking
occurrence in that apocalyptic vision
took place. As I was standing there at
the altar of the LORD, the thick CLOUD
OF GOD advanced swiftly towards me
and headed directly to me, thereby
covering me in a flash of a second. And
owing to the shock of it, I remember
in that vision that I immediately knelt
down and tried to duck by lowering
my head so fast, that the thick CLOUD
OF GOD may not cover me. But since
I could not in any way outdo the
itinerary and path of THE LORD GOD
THE CREATOR, as HIS CLOUD approached
me, I could not in any way escape its
trajectory. That
is when the

As I was still mesmerized and
totally consumed by this developing
phenomenon of the coming of the
CLOUD OF GOD, all of a sudden, a
historic healing anointing struck the
stadium and rendered it chaotic. In this
vision, I very well remember that when
the monumental healing anointing hit
the stadium, I totally got consumed in
the massive testimonies of the cripples
that had just gotten up and walked,
the blind eyes that had just opened
with their beholders asking questions,
'what is this? What is that?' For they
had never seen before! It was while
taking these testimonies of the massive
healings of the LORD that I totally
forgot in this
vision about
the CLOUD OF
CLOUD OF GOD
swiftly came
GOD that was
straight towards
oncoming.
me and the next
Nonetheless,
thing I remember
as I stood
was that the
there at
Fearsome
the Altar of
the LORD
CLOUD OF GOD
taking these
had totally
testimonies,
covered me and
the greatest
physically swirled
BEAUTIFUL MIRACLE! THE LORD OPENS THE BLIND EYES around me in
shock of
OF THIS LITTLE BABY WHO WAS BORN TOTALLY BLIND.
my lifetime
When this woman got this baby, she immediately realized waves that had
that her baby could not see when she was breastfeeding semblance of a
struck.
him. HOWEVER WHEN THE MIGHTY PROPHET OF THE LORD
In this
tornado funnel.
WALKED INTO THE STADIUM, GOD MOST HIGH VISITED HER
milestone
IN A MOST SHOCKING HER BY INSTANTLY OPENING THE The revered
BLIND EYES OF HER PRECIOUS BABY. The baby was then CLOUD OF GOD
vision of
able to see his mother for the first time and to take items
our time, I
that swathed
presented to him.
got a huge
around me had
shock when
serious weight
all of a sudden the CLOUD OF GOD that
and was indeed very heavy. What is
most stunning is the fact that when
I had seen descending from heaven
the THICK HEAVY CLOUD OF GOD swept
beheld right in front of the Altar. The
me, I felt tremendously overpowered
CLOUD OF GOD that I saw was so huge
and shocked to the extent that I gave
it could cover the entire size of the city
up to the Glory that formed a funnelof Kisumu. Upon appearing in front of
like tornado around me. After waking
the Altar, the CLOUD OF GOD began to
up from that shocking vision, is when
swiftly surge with such a force towards
I realized that a great moment truly
the Altar where I was standing in such
beheld across the skyline. With the
a way that even the bravest of brave
prophecy already proclaimed, the
in this mortal life, could have at least
attentive church recognized that a
escaped for HIS own life!
monumental visitation now stood right
ahead of the nations, and that it would
TRYING TO ESCAPE
be just a matter of days before such
As this massive CLOUD OF GOD came
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ABOVE: A SMALL SECTION OF THE MEGA KISUMU REVIVAL MEETING / DECEMBER 31, 2012

a great unfolding would be manifest.
What I raised supreme, was that when
the December 31st, 2012 meeting
begins, and the LORD brings me into
the stadium, Heaven would Open, and
immediately that happens, a stunning
healing anointing would befall the
meeting, in a manner not seen before.
That historic healing anointing I said,
would encompass both within the
stadium and its overflow precincts. I
categorically enumerated some of the
shocking healings that would befall at
that instant. Chief among the miracles,
are the cripples that I said would get
up and walk for the first time, the blind
eyes that would open, deaf ears that
would pop open, the lame legs that
would be stretched and strengthened,
the paralytics that would get up and
walk, tumours that would dissolve,
cancers that would dry up in the blood,
chronic wounds that would instantly
dry, bleeding diseases that would stop,

mental illness that would be healed,
and the shrivelled limbs that would be
stretched and restored. And then after
saying this, I declared that ultimately
the stunning CLOUD OF GOD would
descend from heaven, like in the days
of old, right into the Kisumu Revival
Meeting. In underscoring all this, I went
on to declare that when all these things
came to pass in that Meeting, it would
mark a historic event of our lifetime.
And the tremendous CLOUD OF GOD
would visit mankind once more, like it
did in the days of Moses, the MAN OF
GOD.

Church Prepares
UPON HEARING these pronouncements,
the church of Christ in Kenya began
to understand that this would be a
visitation like none other. They hence
recognized that there was need for a

special grace to appear before that
most revered CLOUD OF GOD. Even
today's obstinate post-modern believer
was shaken, as it put their faith to
test, and indeed stretched their belief
to the limit. Because there have not
been any documented records of the
kind of visitation being described
here in the New Testament church,
the modern christian did not know
where to place this prophecy. Without
relenting, I continued to maintain
that the CLOUD OF GOD would be the
irrevocable emblem of the PERSONAL
PRESENCE OF THE GODHEAD in the
church. Having listened very carefully
to these utterances, the church of
Christ in Kenya right away began to
ponder on how to prepare for this
unequalled visitation. Many church
leaders that ascribe to REPENTANCE
took the initiative to ask themselves
as to what the unfolding of such
historic occurrence would mean to the
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body of Christ, and especially in this
dispensation prior to Christ's return.
The mere thought that the GODHEAD
HIMSELF would now have to visit the
revival meeting, left many believers in
fear and a state of perplexity. All knew
it too well that for the GODHEAD to
forgo HIS Heavenly Throne and come
down to earth in this day and age, can
only be for the express purpose of
creating a GREATER AWAKENING at this
hour. This is what caused the National
Council of Bishops to approach me
and ask on how the church needed
to prepare for such a monumental
visitation. This they understood would
be necessary in order that the Body
of Christ may appear at the visitation
of the CLOUD OF GOD. Following that
consultation, the Pastors realized that
whatever preparation they needed to
put in place, had to be an ultimate
preparedness that would stand the
test of GOD'S Presence. The power and
authority of the words of the LORD have
never ceased to amaze me and literally
shake me! As a result of this prophecy,
a massive wave of revival struck the
land of Kenya prior to the visitation
itself. Millions of people in the land
went into a massive wave of repentance
thereby causing a new high for the
repentance movement. This is what
birthed out a massive wave of baptisms
as people gathered to be baptised
in their thousands, across different
regions. The revival was already here
even before the prophecies were
fulfilled. And it was an awesome sight
to behold, to witness an entire nation
preparing to encounter JEHOVAH their
GOD in the CLOUD OF GOD. Deep down
in their minds, many theologists must
have wondered how such a significant
milestone event of the Old Testament,
would play out within this sophisticated
dispensation of the grace. In a
snapshot, this prophecy amounted to
literally calling JEHOVAH THE GODHEAD
HIMSELF from HIS Throne in heaven,
to come down into a revival meeting
on a particular day. Now, with all the
disbelief that has set into christian
salvation, giving this prophecy was
totally imperceivable. The prophecy
also actually called on GOD THE FATHER
not only to visit the meeting, but also
to stand in a dreadful PILLAR OF CLOUD

right before HIS Mighty Altar. This is
what particularly set off alarm bells
in the minds of all that tuned in to
listen to this November 21st prophecy.
Nevertheless, it also created a sense of
curiosity as millions of people longed
to attend that meeting just to witness
for themselves.

PROPHECY OF THE PILLAR OF
GOD'S GLORY THAT COMES
STRAIGHT FROM HEAVEN
AS THOUGH the November 21st
prophecy was not sufficient enough
to alarm the body of Christ, then
came this second and totally baffling
prophecy of December 26, 2012.
A clear four days prior to the Mega
Kisumu Revival Meeting, on December
26th, 2012 night, the LORD Spoke
with me in yet another monumental
conversation regarding the upcoming
December 31st visitation of GOD. In
that stunning vision, the LORD again
lifted me up and took me right into the
Kisumu meeting that was upcoming,
and showed me the events that would

unfold there. In that vision, I saw
myself ministering at the Altar of
the LORD and the crowd was quote
humongous in the main sanctuary.
And as I continued to minister in that
vision, all of a sudden I saw heaven
open and a different kind of the GLORY
OF THE LORD descend right down from
HIS Throne. The GLORY that came was
in form of white glorious light that
beamed right straight from heaven
onto the Altar at the Kisumu Meeting.
The GLORY I saw in this vision was now
different from the thick CLOUD OF GOD I
had earlier seen in the November 21st
vision of the LORD. That WHITE GLORIOUS
PILLAR OF THE LORD totally covered me
at the Altar of JEHOVAH, and connected
that inside of heaven and the Altar at
the Kisumu Meeting. It is an occurrence
that indeed shocked me beyond
comprehension. While inside that
WHITE PILLAR OF THE GLORY OF JEHOVAH,

the LORD lifted me up from HIS Altar
in Kisumu and took me straight into
heaven. After the undertakings that I
am not allowed to share here at this
time, then the LORD again brought me
through this pillar back onto HIS Altar
at the Meeting. Then a second time,
HE lifted me up and took me to heaven
again and brought me back to HIS Altar
at the Revival Meeting. All this time,
the LORD GOD made me know that
nobody at the Kisumu Revival Meeting
was ever aware that I had left the Altar
during the peak of the meeting. After
that, I woke up and realized that the
LORD JEHOVAH had again Spoken about
the extreme importance HE attached
to the December 31, 2012 Kisumu
visitation.

Prophecy Fulfilled
COME December 31st, 2012, the
nations of the earth were treated to
some remarkable shock, when the
prophecy of the CLOUD OF GOD finally
came to pass. It all
began with a great
sense of expectation
and anticipation that
swept across the land
as people, one after
the other, undertook
to repent and get
baptised. Several
baptism centres were opened up in
order to cope with the huge influx of
the faithful that had submitted unto
penitence, and came to be baptised.
What particularly caught the attention
of the nation is the fact that this wave
of repentance and water baptism was
not confined to any particular class,
be it teachers, lawyers, business
people, security personnel, name it.
Happening right before the onset of
the much-awaited Kisumu Meeting,
this kind of spontaneous repentance
and baptism revival is what took the
church by storm. While there may have
been some classical paradigms that
might have attempted to plot out the
path that the most awaited revival
would follow, but this one must have
sent the scholars back to the drawing
board. If there was a place at which the
church went back to school, then this
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A clear Four Days before the Kisumu Revival Meeting, on December 26th, 2012, the
Prophet of the LORD went live on Jesus is LORD Radio, and proclaimed that when
the LORD would bring Him into that end of year revival meeting, GOD'S Glory would
descend right from Heaven in a continuous Glorious Column that would directly connect
Heaven and the Earth, in an event that would mark the Sign & Wonder of this day and
age. More specifically in that Prophecy, the
MAN OF GOD Said that the Column of GOD's
Glory would connect Heaven and that particular
Kisumu Revival Meeting. Furthermore, The
MAN OF GOD went on to say that the stunning
Column of GOD'S Glory from Heaven would not
only descend into the Kisumu Meeting, BUT
would Abode on Him! And sure enough, come
December 31, 2012, that Foretold Mighty, Most
Fearsome Pillar of the LORD'S Glory appeared
in the meeting. And That Column of GOD's
Glory indeed formed a direct and continuous
connection between Heaven and The Glorious
Kisumu Meeting. The Glory Stood on the Altar of the LORD. This shocking photo of
GOD's visible presence was taken by the bar attendant of the Kisumu Great Lakes
Hotel, while standing at the Rooftop bar. And owing to what he saw, that bar attendant
RECEIVED THE LORD JESUS AS PERSONAL SAVIOUR. Glory to GOD!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RV3MsWVCBcY

was it regarding the manner of this
revival. Thousands upon thousands
were baptised and consecrated days
way in advance of the Kisumu Mega
Revival Meeting. When the bible says
that the endtime revival would be
without bounds, then indeed from
this experience, it is truly boundless.
As this spiritual preparation went on,
a parallel preparation in the physical
realm also climaxed. Town after
town had fleets of buses booked and
thousands upon thousands of people
enlisted in order to attend that most
coveted revival meeting of the LORD.
However, when it reached three days to
the meeting, another new phenomenon
was registered, when the largest
number of people had already gathered
at the venue of the meeting. As the
Mega Kisumu meeting started, things

already began on a very high note, with
multitude upon multitude of people
flocking into the venue; crowd control
not only became a major preoccupation
of the security personnel, but also a
serious challenge to surmount. Such
a gathering had not been seen in
the land before. For what had been
promised in the prophecy, people
began to worship the LORD nonstop
three days in advance as they prepared
themselves for the visitation of their
lifetime.

THE D-DAY ARRIVES
When the D-day arrived on that
December 31st, 2012, I realized right
from my habitation before heading
to the stadium, that a new threshold
was about to be met in the LORD'S
visitation. While acknowledging an

uncommon sense of unease that swept
me right before departing for that
memorable meeting, I must however
underscore that things were not in my
hands that morning. I still strongly
believe that it is this supernatural hold
on things that indeed enabled me sail
through those fast few hours right
before the meeting. However, when
it was all said and done and the LORD
OF HOSTS finally brought me into that
stadium, all of a sudden, a massive
historic healing anointing hit the
stadium! It was so big an anointing that
it stunned me too, as I saw cripples of
all ages get up and walk for the first
time, from all directions. The power
of the LORD had just struck the Mega
meeting of the LORD! Within less than
10 minutes, I was totally inundated
and overwhelmed by the testimonies of
those born crippled who were instantly
up and walking to the extent that I
fully got absorbed into this massive
bewilderment that was ongoing. I had
never seen an entire packed stadium
go wild as it did on that historic day!
However, it was while caught up in
celebrating the massive healings that
had consumed the gathering, that I
actually forgot of a most important
undertaking that heaven was just about
to implement. As those totally born
blind also had their eyes open and
began to see, from the little babies
to all ages across the spectrum, the
frenzy in the stadium became wilder!
The sheer noise of celebration that
rant the stadium is what could have
instructed even the deafest of all that
indeed something significant was going
on here. At one point, I remember I
could not cope with the influx of the
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CRIPPLE GETS UP AND BEGINS TO WALK
beautiful testimonies of super healings
that were flooding towards me as the
celebrations went on. This was not the
place for just a mere coping, but the
location to exalt Jesus for each and
every miracle in order to glorify the
BLESSED ONE OF ISRAEL.

CLOUD OF GOD STANDS
INFRONT OF THE ALTAR
It was while still taking the powerful
testimonies of the healings of the LORD,
that some people in the congregation
remembered what the prophecy had
exactly proclaimed. Because the
prophecy regarding the visitation of
the GODHEAD HIMSELF in HIS CLOUD
had been pronounced live on Jesus Is
LORD Radio (105.3FM and 105.9FM),
(see youtube: https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=retr4qQeb1Q); and via
the global world wide web streaming,
many had attended this meeting out of
a curiosity to witness for themselves
whether indeed the GODHEAD HIMSELF
would obey the words of a man, and
leave HIS REVERED HEAVENLY DWELLING AT
THE THRONE, and come down directly to
a revival meeting. What became most
astounding though, is that as I walked
into that Moi Stadium in Kisumu, many
engaged in a serious documentation of
every move I made, and every utterance
that came out of my tongue. That is
when the first recordings of me were
captured as I walked into the stadium
and began pointing in the direction of
certain trees, while also declaring that
I had seen the GLORY OF THE LORD come
down there. As the healing service
peaked and things climaxed in that
Mega Revival Meeting, all of a sudden
I began to shout aloud repeating the
following words, "THE LORD IS HERE! THE

LORD IS HERE! THE LORD IS HERE! THE LORD

GODHEAD HIMSELF permitted men not

IS HERE!" That is when the crowd joined

only to see HIM with their naked eyes
as HE descended into the Mega Revival
Meeting, but also to capture photos
and pictures of HIM in the CLOUD OF
GOD. This is unusual grace is what
enabled people to capture the CLOUD
OF GOD as HE descended and when HE
had finally LANDED on the Meeting. It
has since become the biggest wonder
of our time. It indeed became the most
exceptional grace and disposition
of love from THE GODHEAD HIMSELF
out of the fact that HE allowed the
congregation to capture the CLOUD
OF HIS GLORY and for their cameras to
assuredly retain those shots.

me and began repeating after me as I
continued on at the peak of my voice
shouting, "THE LORD IS HERE! THE LORD
IS HERE! THE LORD IS HERE". At this point,
is when a select few whose minds were
rekindled to the words of the prophecy
of November 21st, then remembered
that heaven would be open at the time
when the healings would hit maximum.
And that select few, then having
heard the MAN OF GOD shouting, "THE
LORD IS HERE!" were then blessed to
endeavour to look up into the sky only
to behold THE GRAND MEGA VISITATION
of our lifetime. That is when those who
looked up into the sky were so shocked
to see at the height where aircraft fly,
a construct of a unique humongous
CLOUD that had the formation of a
TORNADO FUNNEL. The spectacular
picture that presented when the
CLOUD OF THE GODHEAD was coming
down from heaven was absolutely
incredible to behold. What was even
much more shocking is that the CLOUD
OF GOD they saw, was as a matter of
fact coming down directly targeting
the Mega Kisumu Revival Meeting. To
the shock of all, the GODHEAD even
permitted those in attendance to
capture HIM coming down to visit HIS
Servant in the CLOUD OF GOD. Many
pocket cameras and smart phones
were drawn out in the most dramatic
moment of this meeting, as everyone
scrambled to get a snapshot of the
CREATOR OF HEAVEN AND EARTH coming
down in the CLOUD OF HIS GLORY,
to fulfil every word Spoken by HIS
Servant The Prophet on November
21st, 2012. What became even much
more mystifying was the fact that the

INFRONT OF THE ALTAR
At the same time, the WHITE PILLAR of
the Column of the GLORY OF GOD that I
prophesied on December 26th, 2012,
also came to pass at that Mega Kisumu
Revival Meeting. That White Pillar of
the GLORY OF GOD came directly from
heaven onto the Altar of the LORD in
the Mega Kisumu Revival Meeting,
and LANDED onto the altar, thereby
according those in the meeting a
chance to record with their cameras
and smart-phones. This Pillar of GOD's
that came directly from heaven onto
HIS Servant, has been previously
recorded around HIS Servant on two
separate meetings. The first such
recording of the White Pillar of GOD'S
GLORY that descended straight from
heaven onto HIS Servant, was recorded
at the Mega Kakamega Revival Meeting
and the second at the Mega Nakuru
Revival Meeting. This has since become
the most shocking hour that the church
of Christ has ever beheld since the time
of Jesus.
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THE CLOUD OF GOD

DEFINING THE ELECT
THE ELECT
LEARNING FROM MT. SINAI

T

HERE IS SO MUCH that the
present-day church of Christ can
learn from Israel with regards
to how to handle this Mega visitation
of the CLOUD OF GOD at the Kisumu
Revival. Throughout the history of
humanity, the ancient nation of Israel
has been known as the chosen people
by the Deity of GOD. Owing to her
genre and spiritual pedigree, Israel
became the beholder of the visitation
of this Cloud, and hence the chosen
people of GOD, so that they may act
on this earth as the agents of JEHOVAH.
When it comes to the matter of how
the CREATOR elects HIS chosen people,
Abraham's encounter with the GODHEAD
becomes a very important lesson for
today's church to borrow from. By
faith Abraham was chosen by the LORD
and ever since then has acted as a
symbolic construct for all GOD's chosen
people, both Jews and Gentiles. When
the fullness of time came to pass, the
GODHEAD HIMSELF came down to elect
Abraham and his family as HIS chosen
people, thereby separating him from
the world. Likewise, when the time to
choose Israel as HIS beloved people
had come, THE GODHEAD HIMSELF had
to again come down from HIS Throne

in heaven in order to execute that
appointment. In that instance, THE
GODHEAD came down in the CLOUD
OF HIS GLORY, and openly chose the
children of Israel, not only as HIS
elect, but also set them apart as
HIS treasured possession. That holy
encounter was achieved on Mt. Sinai
along their journey to the Promised
Land. By this, the GODHEAD descended
from heaven in order to fully ascertain
that Israel was to be a treasured people
out of all the people on the face of the
earth.

For you are a people holy to the
your God. The LORD your
God has chosen you out of all the
peoples on the face of the earth
to be his people, his treasured
possession (Deut 7:6).
6

LORD

In this way, the CLOUD OF GOD came
down on Mt. Sinai with so much power
in order to clearly affirm to all the
nations of the earth, that the Hebrew
people are indeed GOD's chosen people
from where the Messiah, WHO is the
Redeemer of the world, would come.
This ranking of Israel as HIS treasured
possession, is what the GODHEAD
essentially intended to trumpet to
the world, that not only would the
Israelites dwell as HIS elect, but also be
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THE DAY THE GODHEAD HIMSELF DESCENDED FROM HIS THRONE AND VISITED HIS SERVANT IN THE MIGHTY KISUMU CRUSADE / DECEMBER 31, 2012
And The PROPHET OF THE LORD Pointed Towards Those 3 Trees, While Shouting, " I SEE THE GLORY COMING HERE!" However, As The Meeting
Continued On And A Massive Healing Anointing Struck The Stadium, The MAN OF GOD All Of A Sudden Began To Say In A Loud Voice,
"THE LORD IS HERE! THE LORD IS HERE! AND AT THAT TIME THE GLORY OF GOD APPEARED IN THE DIRECTION OF THE 3 TREES.

the beholders of HIS treasured Word. By
receiving the Law of GOD on the STONE
TABLETS, the Israelites literally received
GOD's heavenly treasure, thereby
making them the bonafide treasured
possession of
GOD. Possessing
the Law of GOD
as a treasure
through the Torah,
meant that Israel
automatically
became treasured
before the Eyes of
GOD. By coming
all the way in
The Sinai Peninsula
HIS CLOUD, the
GODHEAD HIMSELF

purposed to affirm to the nations
of the earth that chosenness was a
belief and profession that required an
established covenant. This status of
chosenness therefore demanded that
Israel fulfil certain responsibilities
in order to tap into the limitless
blessings ascribed by GOD's
covenant. The election of the people
of Israel by the LORD, therefore
required that the House of Jacob
accomplish certain responsibilities
that GOD intended to hand down
unto mankind. On this matter of the
election of Israel as GOD's chosen
people, the bible depicts a very
Mt.
fluent narrative on the importance
of the Mt. Sinai visitation of the CLOUD.

After they set out from Rephidim,
they entered the Desert of Sinai,
and Israel camped there in the
desert in front of the mountain. 3

2

Then Moses went up to God, and
the LORD called to him from the
mountain and said, “This is what
you are to say to the descendants
of Jacob and what you are to tell
the people of
Israel: 4 ‘You
yourselves have
seen what I did
to Egypt, and
how I carried
you on eagles’
wings
and
brought you to
myself. 5 Now
if you obey me
fully and keep
my covenant,
then out of all
nations
you
will be my treasured possession.
Although the whole earth is mine,
6
you will be for me a kingdom of
priests and a holy nation.’ These
are the words you are to speak

Sinai
to the Israelites.” 7 So Moses went
back and summoned the elders
of the people and set before
them all the words the LORD had
commanded him to speak. 8 The
people all responded together,

“We will do everything the LORD
has said.” So Moses brought their
answer back to the LORD (Ex19:28).
WHEN THE CLOUD LIFTED
From the aforegoing scripture, we
can clearly see that the miraculous
deliverance of Israel from Egypt
demanded the PERSONAL involvement
of the GODHEAD HIMSELF, owing to the
gravity it spinned into the future. It is
the future that this visitation of the
CLOUD beheld upon the salvation of
humanity, that must have drawn the
direct participation of the GODHEAD. As
they made their way through the desert
wilderness, their journey through the
Sinai became a classic case on what
the visitation of the GODHEAD always
achieves upon HIS people.

WHEN HEAVEN CAME DOWN
When the LORD handed down
the written and Oral Word at
the Mt. Sinai visitation, It was
principally intended to transform
and consecrate the life of not
only Israel, but also the church
of Christ. Heaven was providing
this avenue in order to give
humanity an opportunity to
reform her ways so as to inherit
the holy Kingdom of GOD. During
that visitation, Sinai became
enveloped in a thick CLOUD,
severely quaked, was filled with
thick Smoke, and Lightening Flashes
shooting forth as the roaring Sounds
of grievous thunder mingled with
Trumpet Blasts. In addition, a raging
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FIRE totally consumed the summit of

the mountain. The FIRE and CLOUD
appeared as direct consequences of
the arrival of GOD upon the mountain.
GOD's descent seems to indicate that
while the visitation indeed occurred,
a lot of mysteries about this historic
visitation still remain unsolvable in
this lifetime. Because of this mystery,
several narratives have attempted to
account for the finer details of that
monumental Mt. Sinai visitation. Key
among them have been the different
Rabbinical schools that have advanced
different spiritual hypotheses in a
desperate attempt to explain this all
important visitation on Mt. Sinai. One
group accounts that the heavens were
torn and GOD MOST HIGH lowered the
heavens and spread them over Mt.
Sinai, while the other argues that a hole
was torn in the heavens, and the Sinai

was torn away from the earth and the
summit pushed through the hole into
heavens, for that visitation to realize.
The two Rabbinical schools however
observe a convergence because heaven
here was typified by the CLOUD OF GOD
and the LAKE OF FIRE that consumed
the summit of Mt. Sinai. Whichever
the case, one fact however remains;
that heaven opened and the GODHEAD
HIMSELF visited Mt. Sinai. This becomes
an important pointer to today's church
of Christ that is equally confronted
with this magnitude of visitation at the
Kisumu Revival. We can now clearly
see that the events of December 31st,
2012 were indeed of monumental
magnitude, because central among
the themes that visitation crusades is
the fact that heaven was torn apart to
allow for a discourse with the church.
While many aspects of this visitation

of the CLOUD OF GOD in Kisumu cannot
be unravelled in this lifetime, the
events of that December 31st, 2012
however project deep into the future
of the church. If the Mt. Sinai visitation
required a clear three days of washing
their garments and preparation, then
we can indeed see that GOD THE FATHER
is employing this Mega visitation of HIS
CLOUD to launch a serious clarion call
unto the present-day church regarding
sanctification and consecration. In all
this, the LORD is literally saying that
on that day of visitation at the Kisumu
Revival Meeting, the sky was indeed
torn open and heaven literally came
down into that meeting. As a result,
the LORD lifted the church up into HIS
heavenly PRESENCE and the REVELATION
OF GOD took place in the body of
Christ. However, considering what the
LORD Jesus Spoke unto Capernaum,

HISTORIC ELDORET REVIVAL / APRIL 2014

BORN CRIPPLED:
Even with the artificial limbs,
this crippled baby could still
not even sit, nor stand let
alone walking.

BORN CRIPPLED:
And the baby picked up her
invalid legs after healing, and
beautifully walked away with
them in her hands. WHAT A
SIGHT TO BEHOLD IN THIS DAY!

A MONTH LATER ON MAY 17th, 2014
BORN CRIPPLED:
A month later, the parents brought the healed
baby before the PROPHET OF THE LORD to let
HIM know that she is still walking.

GRAND REVIVAL MEETING IN ELDORET:
April 2014: A month before the Eldoret meeting,
the PROPHET OF THE LORD had called LIVE on Jesus
is LORD radio all the way from Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil, and announced the healing of a young
crippled girl wearing a white sweater, in a meeting
that was upcoming in Eldoret. And indeed the
LORD brought those Holy words alive by healing
this crippled baby girl who required leg braces to
walk, and the LORD performed a MIGHTY MIRACLE
when HE instantly strengthened and restored her
legs, and she could now walk without support for
the first time since birth. HALLELUHIA!
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LEPROSY HEALED

KAKAMEGA REVIVAL: Shalin had severe leprosy but come the mighty revival meeting in Kakamega,
The LORD healed her totally and now she is a normal child again.

then it is indeed possible that the
LORD may have also lifted HIS Altar into
heaven. This is particularly supported
by the fact that the LORD lifted me from
the Altar into heaven, without anyone
ever knowing that I left the Altar for
sometime.

And you, Capernaum, will you
be lifted to the heavens? No, you
will go down to Hades. For if the
miracles that were performed
in you had been performed in
Sodom, it would have remained
to this day (Matt 11:23).
We see here that what the LORD came
to attain with Israel, is exactly the
same purpose HE has today come to
accomplish with the church. After a
short time of travel, we see that when
the Israelites arrived at Mt Sinai, they
encamped at the foot of that historic
mountain (Ex 19:1-2). To be exact,
Israel as a matter of fact encamped
by Mt. Sinai at the southern tip of the
Sinai Peninsula. The gravity of what
the GODHEAD achieved with Israel at Mt
Sinai is indeed evidenced by the biblical
account which clearly states that the
Israelites did not leave the Mt. Sinai
area until the GLORY of the GODHEAD
HIMSELF had appeared. In other words,
they did not leave the Mt. Sinai until
the GLORY OF THE GODHEAD lifted and
led them.

On the twentieth day of the
second month of the second year,
the cloud lifted from above the
tabernacle of the covenant law. 12
Then the Israelites set out from
the Desert of Sinai and travelled
from place to place until the cloud
came to rest in the Desert of
Paran (Num 10:11-12).
11

The church too is today being called
upon to wake up and smell the roses,
so to speak! She is being asked to
observe a stricter adherence to the
instruction of the LORD for this last
hour. What clearly emerges out of all
this, is that GOD'S GLORY that visited on
that December 31st, 2012, assuredly
came down into the house in order to
instil in her a higher sense of obedience
and observance unto GOD's treasured
word. By becoming the beholder of
GOD's most treasured visitation of
this hour, the church also by default
automatically becomes the bonafide
most treasured possession of GOD for
this hour.

THE GLORY LIFTS THE CHURCH
Like Israel at the foot of Mt. Sinai,
today's church too ought not to move
until the CLOUD OF GLORY has lifted.
In other words, the LORD is saying
that whenever HE comes down in
HIS GLORY in this way, HE expects
complete obedience to HIS instruction
for the hour. It is quite unfortunate
that this most required obedience
is what today's church desperately
lacks. When the GLORY lifted from
Mt. Sinai, the Israelites had no choice
but to pack up their bags and follow
GOD. So should today's church pack
up her bags and follow GOD, lest they
go astray and miss their inheritance.
The sounding of the trumpets, the
smoke, and the earthquake were all
but a preparation for a most treasured
worship event that would begin from
Mt Sinai all the way to Jerusalem, unto
Golgotha on the Cross, and even unto
the ends of the earth. In that way,
we see the importance that heaven

attaches to worship, and hence the
GODHEAD HIMSELF coming all the way
to establish the new kind of worship,
that would shake the ends of the earth.
Most importantly though, is that the
GLORY OF THE GODHEAD came down
from heaven in order to establish that
the Perfect LAMB OF GOD Who comes
to restore worship sacrifice, would
emerge from the lineage of Israel. This
is how the CLOUD OF GOD came down to
establish the relationship between GOD
and HIS elect church. It is absolutely
incredible that when the LORD began
to speak to the Israelites on that Mt.
Sinai visitation of the CLOUD, HE first
engaged them with a vivid reminder
of what HE had achieved for them.
The GODHEAD refreshed their memory
on the great deliverance HE had just
achieved for them in Egypt. Moreover,
GOD ALMIGHTY also asserted to Israel
that their deliverance from Egypt was
a superior liberation that involved HIM
placing them on the Eagles wings.

"...how I bore you on Eagles wings
and brought you to me..".
While the Mt. Sinai visitation was
indeed all about the House of Jacob,
the Kisumu visitation however, strictly
appertains to the present-day church of
Christ. Just as the Mt. Sinai fellowship
was basically a discourse intended to
remind Israel of what the LORD had
done for them, this one at Kisumu too
serves the noble lesson of rekindling
a warning to the body of Christ. The
GODHEAD has come to the church to
caution her on the fact that it would be
a tragic mistake for her at this hour to
forget the mighty works of deliverance
that Jesus laid on the Cross. The
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BHUSAN, SOUTH KOREA 2010

(1Chr 29:2-3).

The MAN OF GOD THE

MIGHTY PROPHET

cautioned the Pastors
in South Korea to
urgently prepare the
church for the coming
of the Messiah
because as she looks
like now she cannot
make it because she
is still entangled in
sexual immorality,
homosexuality,
falsehood and the
false gospel of
prosperity

HUMONGOUS PASTORS' CONFERENCE

GODHEAD has today appeared to the

church to remind her of the holy work
HE has already done by surrendering
Jesus to the Cross, and the dangers
of any human being failing to uphold
that salvation. And for the church, it
indeed makes abundant sense that
the GODHEAD HIMSELF came down to
re-establish the great deliverance that
THE SON OF MAN achieved for humanity
on the Cross. This has today become
a wonderful symbolism and imagery
that the GODHEAD is using in this
metaphor to describe the supremacy
of HIS deliverance that Jesus brought
unto man. It was now the BLOOD of
the SON OF THE LIVING GOD HIMSELF
hence the FATHER saw it fit to come
and create this second awakening in
the church. For Israel, GOD THE FATHER
appeared in HIS CLOUD OF GLORY and
used the imagery of the eagle to
describe their deliverance from Egypt.
In that metaphor, we all know that
eagles fly very high above the clouds
and hence are beyond the reproaches
of the storms. This was intended by the
LORD to underscore the supremacy of
the deliverance HE brought unto Israel.
For the church too, we today see that
the LORD'S visitation has equally come
to bring a reminder on the superiority
of the deliverance that the LORD Jesus
scored on the Cross (Prov 30:18-19).

like an eagle that stirs up its nest
and hovers over its young that
spreads its wings to catch them
and carries them aloft

(Deut 32:11).
TREASURED POSSESSION
However, most importantly, the
GODHEAD also brings out a crucial
point that anchors the election of
Israel to their obedience and covenant
keeping. The nature of the covenant
that the LORD demanded a strict
adherence to, is set out in the 10
commandments (Ex. 20). On that
mountain, the LORD further highlighted
the promise that Israel would be HIS
treasured possession, which implies
a beloved and prized people unto the
LORD. However, the praise 'precious
possession' has often been used in
the bible to symbolize the treasures
belonging to kings. That can only imply
that when HE descended on Mt. Sinai in
the CLOUD OF HIS GLORY, the GODHEAD
indeed came down HIMSELF in order to
'treasurize' HIS people so they can be a
prized nation unto HIMSELF.

With all my resources I have
provided for the temple of my
God—gold for the gold work,
silver for the silver, bronze for
the bronze, iron for the iron and
wood for the wood, as well as
onyx for the settings, turquoise,
stones of various colors, and all
kinds of fine stone and marble—
all of these in large quantities. 3
Besides, in my devotion to the
temple of my God I now give my
personal treasures of gold and
silver for the temple of my God,
over and above everything I have
provided for this holy temple

2

What stands out very clearly is that
when the fullness of time came to
pass, the election of Israel demanded
the GODHEAD HIMSELF to come down
in the CLOUD OF HIS GLORY in order
to prize them, and treasure them as
HIS cherished beloved possession.
Israel then took on the identity of
the treasured possession of THE KING
OF HEAVEN. So has the CLOUD OF GOD
today come to the church to treasure
the believers and prize them for the
HEAVENLY KING OF GLORY. This is a
great awakening for the Bride of Christ
because it makes uphold her worth
that she may never take her salvation
for granted. The treasure that Israel
beheld not only revolved around their
heritage, but also as a result of their
being the custodians of the treasured
word of GOD (Torah). So is the case
with the present-day church. Today's
church has the privilege of defining the
treasure of heaven in these dark days.
However, the greatest aspect of the
treasure that the present-day church
embodies is the fact that she is the
only carrier of the treasured word of
GOD. So treasured indeed, because the
word of GOD is the only unassailable
truth that remains unto this world
todate. Moreover, only through
the treasured word of GOD can the
nations of the earth receive authentic
deliverance from sin.

HOLY PRIESTHOOD
Towards the end of HIS conversation
with Israel, we see that the GODHEAD
finally addresses Israel as the Kingdom
of priests and holy nation. This was
a very significant pronouncements
in that Mt. Sinai fellowship between
JEHOVAH and the House of Jacob. And
it goes without saying that if the entire
nation of Israel could constitute the
priesthood of GOD, then the diocese
must be the whole world. Hence we
clearly see that the election of Israel
was more to their calling as evangelists
of GOD's new form of worship than
anything else. So has the CLOUD OF
GOD come to the church today to turn
christian believers into a heavenly
priesthood of this hour, that the whole
world may be the diocese (flock).
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SHRIVELLED HANDS STRETCHED

And The LORD
Stretched this
Boy's Shrivelled
Hands to the
extent that it
unfolded and he
could now even
hold a soda and
drink by himself.

KAKAMEGA MEGA REVIVAL - January 1, 2014

Therefore, the Mt Sinai visitation of the
GODHEAD HIMSELF was principally meant
to highlight the climax of the narrative
of GOD'S answer to their prayer for
deliverance from the cruel Egyptians.
Just to underscore how monumental
that deliverance and climax at Mt
Sinai visitation of the GODHEAD was,
we see that the deliverance of Israel is
continually recited in the creeds, in the
songs, and in the prophetic sayings
(Joshua 24:5-18; Ex 15; Jer 2:6).
Todate, the house of Israel faithfully
recalls and recites all the events of
their deliverance by the GODHEAD
through the annual celebration of the
Feast of Passover (Psalm 136). Because
the deliverance of Israel from Egypt
towers high as one of the mightiest
acts of GOD in the bible, then we can
for sure now understand how mighty
the events of December 31st, 2012
are, to the present-day church. Thus
the church too has been enjoined and
grafted so as to observe the Easter
festivities which is the HIGH FEAST OF
THE LAMB.

But you are a chosen people, a
royal priesthood, a holy nation,
God’s special possession, that you
may declare the praises of him
who called you out of darkness
into his wonderful light. 10 Once
you were not a people, but now
you are the people of God; once
you had not received mercy, but
now you have received mercy
(1 Peter 2:9-10).
9

Therefore, by coming down in the
CLOUD OF HIS GLORY at that Kisumu
Meeting, the GODHEAD verily came to
elect the church not only as HIS chosen
people, but also as HIS holy priesthood
of this endtime. Furthermore, the
GODHEAD came down HIMSELF in order
to explain to the present-day body of
Christ that they indeed behold a very
huge responsibility across the face
of the earth. The LORD is essentially
saying that the church of Christ cannot
afford to slumber at all because they
are heaven's evangelists for this day.
The missionary work of the present-day
body of Christ is principally to propel
the mighty acts of GOD on the Cross
through the SON OF MAN in order to
call men out of the darkness, into the
wonderful light that they may all get
to see the glorious Light of the coming
of the Messiah. Therefore, when THE
GODHEAD HIMSELF visited the Mega
Kisumu Revival Meeting, HE indeed
came to speak much to the church.
GOD MOST HIGH came in at this last
hour in order to turn the church into
a prized treasure that is GOD's chosen
elect for this hour. Furthermore, HE
indeed also came to remind the church
of the OLD RUGGED CROSS from whose
ridges are salvation became.

MAY 4th, 2013 VISION
OF THE RAPTURE
On May 4th, 2013, the GOD of heaven
visited with me in a very mighty way
and showed me the astounding vision

of the rapture of the church. In that
vision, JEHOVAH took me to a place
at which I saw heaven open and the
CLOUD OF HIS GLORY that visited Kisumu
descend towards the earth. Upon
arriving onto the earth, the CLOUD OF
GLORY I had seen touched the ground
and caused the entire surface of the
earth to be glorified. What I saw was
the immense power and authority that
the mighty Glory of JEHOVAH wields.
When the Glory struck the ground, I
saw the ground looked like there had
been a heavy snowfall. The Glory I
saw came down like pure white snow
flakes that were shredding and falling
on the ground. Moreover, when I lifted
my eyes above, then I saw that on top
of the massive funnel of GOD's CLOUD
there was another, and another, and
another endlessly until it touched
heaven. As I was still mesmerized by
this profound occurrence, then all of a
sudden I saw the CLOUD OF GOD GLORY
lift from the earth. However, when I
looked at the lifted Glory, I saw people
in their glorious eternal bodies lifted
with the Glory towards heaven. That is
when I saw them unite with the Glory of
the LORD in the sky, and a CLOUD came
that covered them into heaven. For the
LORD to present this stun vision of how
HIS CLOUD will lift with the holy saints,
and head towards heaven, then the
LORD for sure must be imploring the
present-day church to nurture a much
closer relationship with HIS holiness. ■
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Tending The

SHEEP OF JETHRO

Then we your
people, the sheep
of your pasture, will
praise you forever;
from generation to
generation we will
proclaim your praise.
Psalms 73:13

PREFACE

I

N THIS CONVERSATION, the
message with which the CLOUD
OF THE LORD'S GLORY comes, is
intended to make humanity realize that
events are moving much faster than we
thought, in the heavenly realm. Being
the main object of this conversation,
the church of Christ is equally expected
to follow suit and simulate her spiritual
calendar in tandem with this rapid
movement in heaven. This discussion
bears an enormous potential to birth
out the beginning of a deeper inner
spiritual revival within the body of
Christ. It hence accords this message
the privilege of bearing a serious
implication on the eternity of the
nations.

THE BIRTH OF MOSES
IN ORDER TO honourably interpret the
message of the LORD embodied within
the December 31st CLOUD OF HIS GLORY,
it is extremely important to revisit
those moments in biblical history,
when this particular CLOUD descended
upon the face of the earth. Among
the revered prophets of the bible,
Moses the MAN OF GOD stands out very
high, as the one who had some very
astonishing encounters with this CLOUD
of JEHOVAH. Right from the beginning,
the life of Moses in itself spoke much
about the very mission that the LORD
would later bestow upon his life. It can
vividly be remembered that Moses was
born at a time when the house of Jacob
was undergoing a severe distress of

monumental proportion. The Egyptian
Pharaoh had handed down a cruel
ordinance, requiring that midwives
carry out a genocide by annihilating all
male Hebrew babies right at birth. The
amount of distress that this scenario
unleashed into the Hebrew community
was totally unbearable! It is indeed
not possible to imagine how a mother
would carry a baby for nine months,
and then witness the baby being
murdered right at birth! Nevertheless,
Moses was anyhow born under such
dire circumstances, in a manner that
greatly bespoke of his life's mission. It
is this cruelty which Moses met right
at birth and how the LORD JEHOVAH was
able to rescue him around that grim
danger, that greatly revealed volumes
on his life's journey. To the extent that
his own mother who had carried him to
full term, and gone through the whole
'nine yards' of the labour pains, could
now coat a basket with tar, and release
him in the fast-flowing River Nile! This
in itself defined a miraculous rescue
of JEHOVAH over the life of Moses. No
wonder, upon miraculously salvaging
him from death and raising him at the
King's palace, Pharaoh's daughter had
no choice but to name him Moses,
which in Egyptian means, I rescued him
from the water.

Now a man of the tribe of Levi
married a Levite woman, 2 and
she became pregnant and gave
birth to a son. When she saw
that he was a fine child, she
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hid him for three months. 3
But when she could hide him
no longer, she got a papyrus
basket for him and coated it
with tar and pitch. Then she
placed the child in it and put
it among the reeds along the
bank of the Nile. 4 His sister
stood at a distance to see what
would happen to him. 5Then
Pharaoh’s daughter went down
to the Nile to bathe, and her
attendants were walking along
the riverbank. She saw the
basket among the reeds and
sent her female slave to get it. 6
She opened it and saw the baby.
He was crying, and she felt
sorry for him. “This is one of
the Hebrew babies,” she said.
7
Then his sister asked Pharaoh’s
daughter, “Shall I go and get
one of the Hebrew women
to nurse the baby for you?” 8
“Yes, go,” she answered. So
the girl went and got the baby’s
mother. 9 Pharaoh’s daughter
said to her, “Take this baby and
nurse him for me, and I will pay
you.” So the woman took the
baby and nursed him. 10 When
the child grew older, she took
him to Pharaoh’s daughter and
he became her son. She named
him Moses,saying, “I drew him
out of the water.” (Ex 2:1-10).
It is on this platform of GOD'S
miraculous rescue, that the ministry
of Moses, the MAN OF GOD was
launched. However, in this calling, the
LORD would then require that Moses
too become an instrument of GOD's
miraculous rescue of the Israelites
from Egypt. Nevertheless, in HIS rush
to rescue Israel from the deadly claws
of the Egyptian slave masters, this
CLOUD OF GOD's GLORY became the core
iconical theme of the mighty ministry
of Moses. And because the CLOUD OF
GOD'S GLORY became the central focus
of his calling, then embedded therein,
is the important message that this

Majestic CLOUD equally brings into
today's church. This narrative of the
life of Moses at birth and the gallant
rescue plan that JEHOVAH put in place
to salvage him, is what shed some
light on the person of Moses, and the
character that would mould him. This
was like GOD's seasoning and moulding
process through which Moses had
to be processed, in order to shed his
feeble character, and take on a tough
trademark of a deliverer. The bottomline being that Moses became part
and parcel of GOD's Master Plan for the
shocking rescue of the Hebrew nation
from the claws of an abusive slavery.
It is within this grand rescue plan, that
GOD has placed the message of the
December 31st visitation of the CLOUD
OF GOD. This CLOUD OF THE LORD 'S
GLORY appeared like a funnel that came
all the way from heaven and slowly but
steadily approached the meeting until
it touched that sacred assembly at
Kisumu.

THE CALLING
IN HIS encounter with this CLOUD,
Moses the MAN OF GOD teaches a
profound lesson to the present-day
church, especially now that she too
has encountered this same enormous
Fearsome Funnel of THE LORD'S CLOUD.
Today's church can learn a lot from the
manner in which the LORD appeared to
Moses in this CLOUD, and the reverence
with which Moses executed every
single instruction of GOD. Having been
himself rescued from eminent death
by JEHOVAH THE GOD of Israel, there
was no way Moses was going to put
up with the underhand dealings of the
Egyptians, and their blatant abuse of
the Israelites. This uncompromising
stance on the part of Moses, is what
drew him into a very bitter conflict
and scuffle with the Egyptians, to the
extent that he at one point chose to

take refuge away from that wickedness.
And it was during such a time, that
Moses decided to go and shepherd the
sheep of Jethro, his father-in-law. It
appears that in JEHOVAH's calendar for
the life of Moses, time had now come
for the CREATOR to confront HIS Servant
and call him into a sacred service. The
manifestation of this calling is what
presented a very dramatic picture of
that mighty calling upon the life of
Moses. One can easily single out that
Moses was a very dedicated and devout
individual whose total attention always
rested upon the task at hand. So one
can imagine that when the shepherding
of Jethro's sheep presented as a career
opening for him, Moses must have
done it with utmost dedication and
accorded it the total commitment of
his life. At that juncture, all pointed
at the fact that Moses must have
ultimately settled to shepherding as his
lifelong career and treasured source of
livelihood. However, it was while he was
still caught up and totally consumed
within the ranks of shepherdhood,
that the LORD began to encounter him.
At this point in time, Moses had not
yet understood that by shepherding
the sheep of Jethro, the LORD was in
actual sense training and preparing
him for the shepherding of HIS own
sheep, Israel. The feeding of Jethro's
sheep was by no means a simple task,
as it required the diligent sharpening
of his pastoral skills. And for Jethro
to have assigned Moses the task of
shepherding his sheep, it then became
the true litmus test that Jethro had
laid before Moses, in order to really
assess his pastoral skills. This was the
silent message only known to the two,
Jethro and Moses, owing to the fact
that at that time Jethro as a fatherin-law, was testing the worthiness of
Moses as a so- in-law. Nevertheless,
it was one day as Moses was carefully
shepherding the sheep of Jethro, that
he suddenly, out of nowhere, bumped
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A section of the great multitude that gathered to return to the LORD
into a burning bush within the vicinity
of his pastures. Be as it may, he quickly
realized that there was something
totally amiss about this burning bush.
What particularly caught the attention
of Moses is that in as much as there
were tongues of raging flames upon
the burning bush, the bush in itself
did not seem to be burning. To put
it another way, the bush was simply
not catching fire even as the flames
vigorously raged on.

THE BURNING BUSH
TO BEST UNDERSTAND the message
that is being relayed to the church as
a result of this humongous December
31st visitation of GOD'S CLOUD, it is
prudent to highlight the encounter
Moses had with this very CLOUD in the
wilderness. All had seemed normal
as Moses went about his routine of
tending the sheep of Jethro on that
landmark day, then suddenly came
this life-transforming encounter with
the CREATOR. He saw the bizarre
scenario of a burning bush in which
the flames did not consume the bush.
And upon realizing this anomaly that
was unfolding right before his eyes,
Moses became curious enough to go

find out what this weird development
was all about. Within the shepherding
communities, everytime a strange
occurrence shows up in the grazing
grounds, the first natural instinct of
a good shepherd is normally to first
secure the protection and safety the
flock. This is the impulse that must
have compelled Moses to want to know
who exactly had set up that bushfire.
And of course, central in his mind
was what implications this burning
bush would bare upon, not only the
pastures for his beloved sheep, but
most importantly their consequent
safety. However, it was this advance
that Moses made towards the burning
bush that sparked off the most serious
conversation ever, and set in motion
the mightiest encounter that ever
occurred between man and GOD. In all
this however, it is most critical to note
that it was not until Moses made the
first step to go investigate that strange
bushfire, that the LORD JEHOVAH finally
called him in an astounding landmark
calling.

When the LORD saw that he
had gone over to look, GOD
called to him from within the
bush, “Moses! Moses!” And
Moses said, “Here I am.”

This Voice of JEHOVAH calling man from
the burning bush became biblically
established as the classic calling of The
PROPHET OF THE LORD. And by Moses
responding, "Here I am" , it also scored
yet another milestone as it coined the
classical response of YES to the calling
of the LORD, when JEHOVAH Calls HIS
Prophets. Of particular interest to
the church though, are the events
that rolled out after the LORD Called
Moses from HIS GLORY. The astounding
message that the December 31st
visitation of the CLOUD conveys to the
present-day church therefore, will have
to come from none other than that
monumental encounter that Moses had
with GOD ALMIGHTY in the wilderness.
It is an encounter that practically laid
the foundation stone of worship, not
only among the Israelites, but also in
the church of Christ. And it is this that
undeniably reset the clock of man's
relationship with GOD ALMIGHTY.

REVERENCE UNTO GOD
It must be remembered that nothing
happened until Moses responded,
"Here I am," to the Voice of JEHOVAH.
It was upon that positive response,
that the LORD began to engage with
Moses regarding worship. And in
that conversation, the first and most
important instruction that JEHOVAH
directly relayed on worship, was
reverence. Very much aware that it is
reverence that breeds humility and
submissiveness, then the LORD decided
to say the following;

“Do not come any closer,”
GOD said. “Take off your
sandals, for the place where
you are standing is holy

THE CLOUD OF THE LORD'S GLORY DESCENDS

When the CLOUD OF THE LORD'S GLORY descended at Kapkatet Revival Meeting on June 4th, 2006.
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CRIPPLE GETS UP
FROM WHEELCHAIR
AND BEGINS TO WALK

ground.” (Exodus 3:5).
This principally marked the first
consecration of worship because the
LORD raised the place of HIS GLORY
as a very holy ground, that needed a
certain acceptable spiritual protocol
to access. The restraint that the LORD
put in place for Moses not to draw
any closer, is what later would turn
out to be a very important aspect
that underscores the reverence with
which JEHOVAH expects the church
to approach HIM. And the removal of
sandals in HIS divine Presence signifies
the humility and submissiveness with
which the LORD expects mankind to
approach HIM. By instructing on the
removal of sandals, the LORD wanted to
emphasize to the church that whenever
HIS GLORY descends on a place, that
place becomes sanctified and hence
assuming the status of holy ground.
Moreover, the removal of sandals that
Moses was instructed to observe, verily
signifies the separateness of that place
from the rest of the grounds where
he would still trample with sandals.
Furthermore, the removal of sandals
as one approaches a higher place
normally signifies reverence unto HE
that occupies that place. In the NearEastern culture, when people enter
a respectable house, they will often
remove their sandals at the door as
a sign of humility to the host. Yet,
it is also the expression of the inner
humbleness and brokenness that
prevails in the heart of that person

Absolom's legs started
rotting from knees
downwards after
a severe bout of a
chronic disease, but
the LORD instantly
healed him when he
was brought to the
Meeting of the LORD
in Kisumu, but as soon
as the PROPHET OF
THE LORD prayed, he
stood up from the
wheelchair and walked

visiting. In this way, we can clearly
see that the LORD attaches great
admiration to the broken, humble,
reverent, and contrite. It is amazing
that Moses previously for a long time
had the liberty to graze on that entire
patch of land including where the
GLORY descended, and yet on the day
of visitation it became holy ground.
We see very clearly that it is at GOD's
discretion of grace to choose whichever
place HE chooses to visit and declare it
HOLY GROUND.

RESTORING THE CHURCH
That can only imply that when the
LORD decided to visit the Mega Revival
Meeting at Kisumu by descending in
HIS CLOUD, HE implicitly declared that
the House of the LORD is now holy
ground. And if there were practises
that constituted apostasy and decay
in the House of the LORD, there would
then have to be a stoppage to such
abuse. In other words, the GOD of
Heaven is saying that over the years
HE has watched HIS House miserably
defiled and desecrated, and hence HE
has decided to descend in the CLOUD
OF HIS GLORY in order to consecrate
it and declare it once more as holy
ground. In the same narrative we see
that whenever the GODHEAD HIMSELF
descends into a place, the way that
place is approached indeed changes
owing to the fact that the visitation of
the LORD now sets it apart. In this case
too, the LORD is Saying that by coming
and being FULLY TABERNACLED in the

church, HE has essentially
brought in a powerful
consecration to the House
of the LORD, thereby
requiring that Christians
now approach the House
of worship with extreme
reverence as did Moses.
The LORD is highlighting
the fact that there has
been so much trampling
over HIS holy Altar using
sandals of all kinds, and
that now there will not be
any more desecration of
HIS House of worship. By

ordering the removal of sandals, we can
clearly see that JEHOVAH is conveying
to the church a strict instruction that at
this hour as they approach HIS church,
they would have to recognize that HIS
Holy Presence is in the House. It is this
Presence of the LORD in the CLOUD OF
GOD that now demands for reforms to
be instituted inside the church. The
LORD is calling upon the Pastors and
sheep alike, to remove the sandal of
immorality before they can enter HIS
Holy Presence. Likewise, the LORD
is ordering that anyone wearing the
sandals of the gospel of prosperity,
materialism, worldliness, sexual sin,
homosexuality, abortions, witchcraft,
nude dressing, and all vices, would
today have to be compelled to remove
their sandals before they can venture
into the worship house. In other words,
GOD is Saying that the House of the
LORD has now become holy ground.
This is what has put a standard to the
worship requirements of the LORD, such
that any church spotting the sandals
of false prophets, false apostles, false
teachers, false evangelists would have
to download them first before entering
into worship. Thus, the LORD is saying
that this is the hour for observing a
holy evening worship. It has become
the indictment of our time, owing to the
decay that has eaten into the hearts of
the present-day believers.
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THE CLOUD OF GOD
IN THE CHURCH
Distinguishing His People

W

hen the LORD Jesus appeared
in that humble Bethlehem
manger, little did the world
know that HE had come to light up
the path of GOD’S leading. Along that
highlighted path of GOD'S leading,
the LORD Jesus would ensure that HE
draws the church into the heavenly
highway of holiness, where she would
be afar from the reproaches of this
sinful world. This highway is well
celebrated in Isaiah 35:8-9, and greatly
denotes the path of godliness and
righteous living in accordance with
GOD'S infallible law. However, it was
not until HE showed us this straight
road to heaven, that humanity was
awakened to the realization that such
a path actually navigated its way via
the BLOOD-stained Calvary Cross.
In so doing, the LORD Jesus indeed
accomplished a marvellous fête in HIS
mission, and surrendered the church
unto the leading of the Holy Spirit. It is
this leading of the Holy Spirit, that has
now been greatly manifested through
the monumental CLOUD OF GOD that
visited at the Kisumu Revival on that
memorable December 31st, 2012. This

CLOUD OF GOD has since then become

the hallmark of the much anticipated
navigator and latter visitation in the
church. Moreover, owing to what is
now at stake regarding the coming
of the Messiah, THE GODHEAD HIMSELF
must have seen that the Israelite-style
kind of rebellious and outrageous
provocation had now set in at the
camp of today's christian believers.
Previously, such a rebellion had
deeply eaten into Israel enroute to
the Promised Land, thereby causing
a serious breech of trust to unravel
between them and the LORD. It is
this kind of moment that has today
resurfaced in the church, with genuine
Christians who had otherwise been
well liberated at the Cross, all of a
sudden turning around and making
some scandalous demands from the
LORD, by longing for a return to the
worldly slavery of sin. THE GODHEAD
HIMSELF hence found HIMSELF compelled
to descend into the church, on that
December 31st 2012, in order to call
her to order. For THE GODHEAD HIMSELF
to have decided to come down in
PERSON into the church, and at this
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TOTALLY BLIND EYES OPENED
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nobody seemed to accept the counsel
of Moses regarding the seventy officials
that were meant to take up authority
and usher them into the Promised
Land. That is the time when the LORD
decided to intervene on behalf of
Moses, in order to quell the unrest.
There was no way out except that THE
GODHEAD HIMSELF descend in the GLORY
OF HIS CLOUD and call the House back
to order. This crisis resolution involved
the GODHEAD HIMSELF summoning
Moses up the mountain where HIS
CLOUD had descended and settled. That
is when HE told Moses to command
the seventy elders and leaders to
assemble at the entrance to the Tent of
Meeting, at which place HE would not
only meet them, but also visit them in
a mighty life-transforming way. At the
end of that visitation, all the seventy
elders were thoroughly anointed and
began to prophesy as a sign that would
distinguish them from everybody
else within the camp who had not
been visited. By prophesying for
24-hours, the LORD did not only anoint
the council of the seventy officials
that Moses had set forth, but also
established their spiritual credentials
before the nation of Israel. When the
Spirit of the LORD befell the elders and
caused them to prophesy, that is when
the Israelites finally feared and revered
them as bonafide officials ordained by
GOD. This was because the children
of Israel woke up to the realization
that these elders were as a matter of
fact the GOD-chosen and appointed
leaders of Israel. It caused the entire
camp of the Israelites to fully submit
under the counsel and leadership of

the elders, without showing any more
contempt. In that way, GOD'S leading
through this Cloud, firmly established
the credentials and the authority of the
70 elders, before the Israelites, causing
them to obey and fully submit.

Then the Lord came down
in the cloud and spoke with
him, and he took some of the
power of the Spirit that was on
him and put it on the seventy
elders. When the Spirit rested
on them, they prophesied—
but did not do so again (Num
11:25)
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The present-day church too is living
within that prophetic realm that was
long foretold as the time at which
apostasy would max out and bring
into disrepute that credentials of the
pulpit. As a result of the gospel of
prosperity; falsehood, false prophets,
and false apostles have caused the
congregation of GOD's people to not
only be sceptical, but also suspicious of
any counsel being dispensed from the
priestly office. It becomes yet another
moment when a conflict of interest
has stormed the Altar of the LORD,
with every preacher claiming credence
unto himself before the people. Today
too, we now see that the visitation of
THE CLOUD OF THE GODHEAD into the
church of Christ, is principally intended
to bring to rest the disputation and
question of who exactly has the
authority to speak for the Throne of
Heaven. Likewise, we today see that
THE GODHEAD HIMSELF has now finally
come down in THE CLOUD OF HIS GLORY,
to restore the lost credentials that

today's priesthood had squandered
through the love of money. If there is
anything that apostasy has succeeded
in dismantling in the present-day
church, then it is the authority of the
pulpit that Jesus painstakingly hewn for
her at the Calvary Cross. However, just
as THE LORD IN HIS CLOUD did wrought
for Israel at her most apostate hour,
so has THE GODHEAD HIMSELF come
down in order to restore the integrity,
authority, and decorum with which
christian salvation was first handed
down to the church, from that Old
Rugged Calvary Cross. The CLOUD OF
GOD has hence come and Tabernacled
into the present-day church, in order
to fully establish the credentials of the
visited pulpit. It by all means implies
that the visited priesthood definitely
stands to enjoy all the rights of the
anointing of GOD for this hour in the
church. This is the only way in which
the priesthood that has been visited by
THE CLOUD OF THE GODHEAD is highly
DISTINGUISHABLE from all the other
priesthoods in the land. Owing to
the waywardness that the gospel of
prosperity and immorality has brought
into salvation, today's church spots a
pulpit that has lost all integrity. This is
because of the great unrighteousness
that has assaulted the hearts of the
pastors as they clamour to fend for
their daily living, and fit into this
modern world. Owing to the great
spiritual famine that has befallen that
House of the LORD, many sheep are
so hungry for the word of GOD that
they literally eat anything that comes
their way. This is what has created a
desperate situation in the church, to
the extent that the sheep are unable to
detect who of the present-day pastors
is exactly genuine or not. This is what
has drawn confusion into the House
thereby requiring GOD'S intervention
to give clarity on who HIS legitimate
servant are. In this way, GOD ALMIGHTY
has opened up the gates of heaven and
come down in the greatest Power of
HIS Presence in order to anoint those
who are HIS genuine Servants, that they
may command respect from within
the House, and without. This level of
anointing that THE GODHEAD HIMSELF
has descended down to install into
the church, is what will now flourish a
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This crippled
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walked out of this
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suffered a broken
hip that rendered
him totally unable
to even get up

manage their time, away from their
slave masters. It is this liberty 'to do
what they wanted', that particularly
posed a very grievous problem to the
Israelites in the wilderness, to the
extent that if any progress was to
be made in the journey, they would
have to surmount this 'monster' called
liberal freedom. It was also important
for law and order to prevail within the
camp so that they could turn away
from sin and a form of civilized lifestyle
be attainable without much hassle. This
unanticipated freedom is what caused
the Israelites to go wild, and secure for
themselves some strange and rogue
liberties that drove them to become
virtually unruly, uncontrollable, sinful
and rebellious against Moses and the
LORD. To make matters worse, in that
rebellion, the Israelites even went
ahead to build for themselves a mute
idol god in the form of a golden calf!
Things still further went out of hand
another level, when at the peak of
their idol worship, they now began
to even scandalously demand for a
return-to-Egypt formula as the only
way to resolve this dispute. In their
demand, they even acted heinously
by turning around and now starting
to 'glorify' their former Egyptian slave
masters, and staging a serious sit-in
protest to be returned to their 'beloved'
masters in Egypt. In an attempt to
scandalize THE LORD, they even went
ahead to claim that their 'dear' slave
masters had fed them well with both
fish and pots of meat, the vegetables
of the gardens notwithstanding! How
outrageous can a community of exslaves be unto THE LORD their Liberator!
From one escalation to the next, they
grumbled, murmured and scoffed! It

was a distressful situation that caused
a serious anguish in the heart of Moses
and the LORD. Albeit, arising from the
gravity of this crisis, THE GODHEAD
decided to come down HIMSELF in the
CLOUD OF HIS PRESENCE, in order to sort
things out. HE had to come to them
so as to give them HIS holy command
for the purposes of ensuring that
law and order returned to the camp
of these former slaves again. That is
the reason when THE GODHEAD came
down HIMSELF to resolve this dispute,
HE had to bestow HIS goodness upon
HIS people that HIS mercy may reign
in HIS engagement with them, lest HIS
wrath consume them. With all that
level of sinfulness and abuse that
Israel launched against Moses and THE
LORD, there would be no other way out,
other than for GOD ALMIGHTY to release
HIS goodness prior to constructively
engaging with Israel. That is the only
way GOD ALMIGHTY would have helped
them without judging them and wiping
them out in the wilderness.

And the Lord said, “I will
cause all my goodness to pass in
front of you, and I will proclaim
my name, the Lord, in your
presence. I will have mercy on
whom I will have mercy, and I
will have compassion on whom
I will have compassion (Ex
33:19).
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We see very clearly here that the church
of Christ too, has come a full circle
to complete this very scenario of the
bible. Today's Christians have taken
the hard-won Calvary salvation and
blended it with the world, to the extent
that their actions have constituted a
return to Egypt. By claiming that the
worldly ways are better that GOD's

stringent holy highway, one doesn't
need much to acknowledge that the
present-day believers have in essence
scandalized GOD ALMIGHTY HIMSELF by
choosing a life of sin at the expense of
the Cross. The kind of worldly worship
that is today being staged at the
Altar of the church, together with the
immoral dressings that accompany that
evil outfit, all eloquently testify to the
fact that today's church has rejected
the Voice of GOD and opted to lust at
'the large pots of meat' she used to
eat in 'the land of the Nile'. It is this
form of modern-day Egyptian slavery
at a time when Christ Jesus paid a
horrendous price for her salvation; that
demands THE GODHEAD to descend and
bestow upon the present day church
HIS goodness before constructively
engaging with her. Otherwise, arising
from the merit of the abomination
of homosexuality in the church, and
the blatant selling of salvation at
market price, THE GODHEAD ought
to have wiped out the church in the
wrath of HIS anger. And that is why,
blessed is the church that is visited by
THE GODHEAD, because unto her the
goodness of GOD is released with HIS
mercy thereof.

GOD'S Timing In The Church

H

eaven and earth are no wider
apart today, than in the days of
old when JEHOVAH listened to
the outcry of HIS people. In those days,
as the righteous remnant continued
in their steadfastness unto the holy
ways of the LORD, the wicked were still
indulging in excessive immorality by
day and night. Through those trying
moments, the righteous elect talked
together of their Promised Saviour,
and prayed for the coming of their
deliverance. We can therefore never
lose sight of that moment in history,
when the LORD JEHOVAH received a
flood of complaints from those few
remaining law-abiding citizens of
Sodom, regarding the cruel abuses
that were being commissioned by the
ungodly. And key in JEHOVAH's most
classical response to that distress
call, was one in which HE Said that the
situation was getting out hand, and
hence grave enough to warrant HIS
going down there HIMSELF, to check it
out! And in that fact finding mission,
JEHOVAH vowed that if HE would find
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hour, HIS longing to institute reforms
and spiritual austerity into the House,
indeed cannot be concealed. Such
reforms once acted as an important
safety valve that redeemed Israel from
drifting away, when THE GODHEAD
HIMSELF descended to enforce such
austere lifestyle among the Israelites in
the wilderness. Like HE did with Israel
in the days of old, so has THE GODHEAD
HIMSELF once more perceived the
dangers of letting the church pursue
her own trajectory and hence decided
to come SHEPHERD HIS church into her
heavenly destiny of rapture. And in this
divine intervention by THE GODHEAD
HIMSELF, there are some notable
character changes and resounding
benefits that ought to accrue to an
obedient church. Earlier on, Israel
had enjoyed such benefits under the
auspices of the trappings of GOD's
leading. If Israel were to be that perfect
classroom at which the LORD intended
to teach the church something, then we
are well instructed that when she was
SHEPHERDED by THE GODHEAD HIMSELF
in that wilderness, one thing that had
bedevilled her was completely brought
to rest. And this one thing that was
sorted out right away upon the descent
of the GLORY OF THE GODHEAD was that
she never ever strayed again from the
path that led to Jerusalem. That can
only imply that if today’s church were
to learn a thing or two from Israel, then
that thing would be, to harken unto

the leading of GOD'S CLOUD. And hence
if today's body of Christ will equally
harken unto GOD’s leading in this
December 31st CLOUD, then she should
for sure never ever go astray from
the path that leads to heaven. Even in
the natural, whenever any sheep goes
astray from the defined direction of the
Shepherd, such a sheep always become
an easy prey and food for the hyenas
of this world. So it is in the spiritual, as
greatly underscored in the significance
of this CLOUD
OF GOD that has
now REVEALED
as the latter
anointing of
today's church.
The LORD
is the GOOD
SHEPHERD, and
no one can ever
gainsay this outstanding fact.

But when He, the Spirit of
Truth (the Truth-giving Spirit)
comes, He will guide you into
all the Truth (the whole, full
Truth). For He will not speak
His own message [on His
own authority]; but He will
tell whatever He hears [from
the Father; He will give the
message that has been given
to Him], and He will announce
and declare to you the things
that are to come [that will
happen in the future]. (John
16:13)

NAKURU REVIVAL 2013
The LORD beamed
HIS GLORY onto HIS
Servant in a straight
White Pillar all the
way from heaven and
the GLORY moved
with HIS everywhere
he went.

Moreover, it is GOD’s
leading through this
CLOUD that has the
capacity to anchor
Christians to remain
steadfast on the holy
and righteous path of
the LORD. In so doing,
GOD’S leadership

through this CLOUD is what would
effectively transform today's church
and prevent her from making all the
wrong judgments, and abate falling
prey to the hyenas and leopards of this
world.

Companionship
The christian journey can at times be
very gruelling owing to the challenges
that show up here and there. If there is
anything that present-day post-modern
world has perfected, then it is the
utter rejection of the LORD with all HIS
holy virtues of life. And this has not
made the christian living easier! Many
times as the devout christian elect of
this hour engage in this journey of
holiness, they often face what I would
term as spiritual aggravated assault
from this sinful world, to the extent
that the journey sometimes becomes
quite gruelling and exhausting. It is
this particular challenge that has made
many christian believers
to shy away from walking
the highway of the LORD,
in exchange for receiving a
form of acceptability from
this perishing world. That
is the reason, THE FEW GOD's
elect who decide to pursue
walking the highway of
holiness, find themselves
almost alone on that journey owing
to the fact that most Christians have
today opted out of the narrow path,
and publicly chosen the broader way
that blends in the comforts of this
world. Hence, for THE GODHEAD to
decide to Tabernacle HIS CLOUD into
today's church, HE must have therefore
intended to bring remission and
companionship to the devout believers
who choose to remain steadfast on the
highway of holiness. While these elect
journey on this highway, GOD'S CLOUD
is what is intended to exonerate them
from the loneliness that had otherwise
today characterized any holy christian
living, towards the glorious Kingdom
of GOD. We must remember here that
at one point when the LORD had just
delivered Israel from the Egyptian
slavery, they too were confronted an
uncertain future because the land they
were going to was a place they had
never been to before. And to make
matters worse, the LORD designed
their escape route in such a way that
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it cut across a long stretch on a vast
wilderness that was mostly totally
uninhabited. This separation that the
LORD had brought upon the Israelites,
now meant that they were on their own,
on that journey to the Promised Land.
This is what stirred up a great fear of
uncertainty among the Israelites since
they knew that the wilderness indeed
spotted desert jackals, desert lions,
desert leopards, and desert snakes
among other dangers. Moreover, they
were also very much aware of the
marauding desert pirates and gangs
that often roam over the wilderness in
search of any stranded caravan. This
state of the affair is what caused Moses
to cry out to the LORD and ask for HIS
divine intervention in the face of such
dire circumstances.
14
The LORD replied, “My
Presence will go with you, and
I will give you rest.” (Ex 33:14)

Today's generation of Christians too
face such dire circumstances on this
wilderness journey towards heaven. It
is as though the world has effectively
ramped up a barrage of tremendous
hostility that are targeted towards
anyone that dare chooses to pursue a
holy separated christian lifestyle at this
hour. It is a constant and continuing
bitter conflict that sometimes takes
a toll on the unsuspecting believers
as they opt out into a mellow form of
christian living that essentially defines
the lukewarmness and backsliding of
this day. And in a generation that so
much dreads loneliness, there couldn't
have been a better moment for the
CLOUD OF GOD to visit and bring the
much needed companionship of GOD
to HIS devout seekers of righteousness
in the church. This is what might act
as the game-changer in the presentday churches, considering that right

now things are headed south! Things
have gotten so bad that christian
believers who dare confront holiness,
and attempt to pursue it as a lifestyle,
often sometimes wind up consulting
psychologists, psychiatrists and the
so-called life 'coaches'. Moreover,
today's christian believers have also
found themselves entangled in the
social media as a means of getting
some companionship of sorts in their
journey. This is indeed what has
come to define the absurdity of this
hour in the House! Therefore, the
companionship that the CLOUD of THE
GODHEAD HIMSELF brings to the devout
elect along this narrow road to heaven,
is what brings abundant joy abound
their lives, as they discover the beauty
of walking a holy lifestyle at this dark
hour.

But small is the gate and
narrow the road that leads to
life, and only a few find it (Matt
7:14).
14

It is a hidden joy that THE GODHEAD
HIMSELF has the capacity to unleashes
unto they that fully submit their
hearts and souls in the pursuit for
righteousness.

Distinguishes His people
For Israel, despite the tumultuous time
they may have had in the wilderness,
they were very well aware of the
fact that they had partaken of the
visitation of THE GODHEAD HIMSELF. As
they vouched on with their journey
towards the Promised Land, slowly but
gradually the House of Jacob had to
grapple with the fears of encountering
other communities, in the land they
were to possess. This melancholy
became more real in the camp the
more they drew closer to the land of
Canaan. That became the watershed

moment at which when they began to
vividly contemplate on how they could
preserve the gains that they had earned
in the wilderness encounter with THE
GODHEAD, in order to score an edge
over the communities with whom they
were bound to engage. Israel wanted
all the communities they would gain
contact with on this journey, to become
well aware that they had actually been
tremendously visited by THE GODHEAD
HIMSELF. They wanted the alien people
that they would encounter to be able
to outrightly recognize that the House
of Jacob had indeed been led by THE
GODHEAD HIMSELF, giving them light
to light their path and travel in the
night, while also raising the Pillar of
HIS CLOUD in front of them by the day,
searching for a resting place for them,
and leading them to that safe place of
recess. That is what compelled Moses
to go before the LORD, and request
HIM to define the House of Jacob as a
distinguishable people from the rest of
the inhabitants of the earth.
15
Then Moses said to him, “If
your Presence does not go
with us, do not send us up from
here. 16 How will anyone know
that you are pleased with me
and with your people unless
you go with us? What else will
distinguish me and your people
from all the other people on
the face of the earth?” (Ex
33:15-16)

This is the distinction that highly
distinguished the Israelites from the
rest of the people on the face of the
earth, when they arrived in Jerusalem.
It made any community that they ran
into, fear them, revere them, and
honour them very much owing to the
awareness that they had been visited
THE GODHEAD HIMSELF. This is what
marked them in the sight of all the
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other communities, as the people of
THE GODHEAD, and hence nobody on
the face of the earth could dare contest
their ways. As they continued the holy
worship throughout the wilderness,
they quickly noted that the more they
worshipped JEHOVAH, the more they
ascribed to the status of HIS treasured
possession.

Now if you obey me fully and
keep my covenant, then out
of all nations you will be my
treasured possession. Although
the whole earth is mine, 6
you will be for me a kingdom
of priests and a holy nation.’
These are the words you are
to speak to the Israelites.” (Ex
19:5-6).
5

And once the Israelites had arrived in
Jerusalem, they were again awoken
to the realization that, the more they
observed a holy worship on Temple
Mount, the more the sustained
visitation of the CLOUD OF THE GODHEAD
continued to visit them on top of the
Ark of Covenant. This is what even
furthermore DISTINGUISHED Israel as
quite apart from the rest of the people
of the earth.

Distinguishing the church
In unveiling the greater hidden treasure
that is concealed within today's
mighty visitation of the CLOUD OF THE
GODHEAD, it is absolutely imperative
that we bring into consideration certain
key chronological precepts that have
often characterized the visitation of
the CLOUD OF GOD. These precepts
include the fact that whenever THE
GODHEAD HIMSELF decides to descend
upon the face of the earth, the place

of HIS visitation often automatically
becomes cordoned off as SANCTIFIED.
It is this sacred sanctification of the
place of visitation of GOD'S CLOUD
that will on every occasion cause
such a locality to be declared totally
CONSECRATED. Furthermore, it is this
sanctification and consecration of a
place, that officially pronounces it
HOLY GROUND.

When the Lord saw that he
had gone over to look, God
called to him from within the
bush, “Moses! Moses!” And
Moses said, “Here I am.” 5 “Do
not come any closer,” God
said. “Take off your sandals,
for the place where you are
standing is holy ground.” (Ex
3:4-5)

4

And the people that partake of such a
sacred visitation at that holy ground,
often right away become pronounced
GOD'S holy people. This is because
to them that are visited and defined
holy, is assigned the
noble privileged task
of executing a holy
worship unto the LORD.
Such a prescribed HOLY
WORSHIP however is
governed by GOD'S holy
law of righteousness.
This is the spiritual
catalogue in which such a visited
people are ascribed the lofty status
of being GOD'S TREASURED ELECT, as
a result of their strict observance of
GOD'S righteous law. In this way, the
people that are visited by THE GODHEAD
in HIS Revered CLOUD essentially
become highly DISTINGUISHABLE from
the rest of the occupants of this planet
earth. Likewise, it is as though GOD
MOST HIGH saw that the church of
Christ, having gone through the full
regimen of decay and abuse, has today
lacked the authority and distinction
with which the Messiah ordained the
House. And because of that, a quick
glance at the present-day church of
Christ will most certain reveal that
she has NO EDGE over the rest of the
occupants of this planet earth. This
is what has made Christianity today
virtually undistinguishable before the
heathen and the nations. The adversary
seems to have been good at fast
eroding that edge with which the LORD
ordained the church at Calvary, that

she may not have any added advantage
over the rest of this world. This is what
has developed a personality crisis
within the House of THE LORD, to the
extent that your modern-day christian
today oscillates between the world
and salvation. It is a meander that has
caused the modern day christian to
miserably settle for a 'life as usual' with
the rest of the sinful world. Therefore,
by descending into the church on that
December 31st, 2012, THE CLOUD OF
THE GODHEAD HIMSELF appears to have
recognized this identity crisis, and
hence decided to come down HIMSELF in
order to restore HIS people as a distinct
and highly DISTINGUISHABLE elect. And
you ask, "How will anyone know that
you are pleased with me and with your
people unless you go with us? What else
will distinguish me and your people
from all the other people on the face
of the earth?” And the LORD'S answer
to the present-day church that was
visited in the CLOUD OF GOD is that,
behold a visited people
are a holy people. And
only through holiness,
are GOD'S visited people
highly distinguishable
from the rest of the
inhabitants of this
dark evil sinful world.
Moreover, the only thing
that makes a church that has been
visited by THE CLOUD OF THE GODHEAD
distinguishable from the rest of the
world, is the holy christian lifestyle
that encounter bestows upon her. THE
GODHEAD HIMSELF has today visited the
church, and is essentially demanding
that the church must now embrace the
holy ways of heaven in order to enter
into the status of the most treasured
possession of GOD. That most
treasured possession of GOD in church
is none other than the holy, royal,
priestly bride of Christ. This is the only
way in which all the nations upon the
face of the earth will know that the
church of Christ has finally been visited
by THE GODHEAD HIMSELF, and is now
highly DISTINGUISHABLE from the rest of
the occupants of this planet earth.

But you are a chosen people, a
royal priesthood, a holy nation,
God’s special possession, that
you may declare the praises
of him who called you out of
darkness into his wonderful
9
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light. (1Peter 2:9)
By the LORD declaring any group to
be HIS holy elect, HIS people, and
treasured possession, they too are
required to ensure that they secure all
the trappings of that visitation of THE
GODHEAD, and safeguard all its gains
thereof. Some of the major benefits
that would set the church apart as
GOD'S distinguishable people, would
therefore demand having to observe
significant reforms and a total overhaul
of the behaviour of the present-day
christian. This major transformation
would encompass a significant change
of behaviour, change of acquaintances
that one hangs around with, change
of type of talk they engage
in, change in the nature of
thoughts that one harbours,
and summed up together,
these trappings are the ones
that add up and redirect a
significant in the spiritual
destiny of such a church.
The LORD is therefore
employing this mighty
visitation to assert to the
church, that the only way
the outside world and other
religions will be able to see
them and treat them as
DISTINGUISHABLE, is when this visitation
causes the average believer to undergo
a significant change in their talk, their
walk, their company, their food, their
adamant rejection of sin, and their
radical love for holiness. It is a change
that redirects the path and trajectory
of the present-day church from a
more worldly hell-bound position
she beholds, to a lofty holy heaven-

bedevilled the church, problems the
body of Christ cannot surmount except
through the help of HIS MIGHTY HOLY
SPIRIT. There are several occurrences
that have today mauled the church
to the bones, owing to her lack of a
clear spiritual discernment. Today,
if it is not contests between Pastors,
then it will be an outright rebellion
by the congregation against GOD's
sacred command, because everything
in the conduct of the practice of the
church, has at this hour become highly
suspicious and very questionable.
This is owing to the grand fall and
apostasy! We can well remember that
Israel too had at one time found herself
at this bad corner, when Moses the
MAN OF GOD was instructed to raise
forth
an official council of elders to
Anointing His People
help
him
govern the people of GOD.
When the CLOUD OF GOD MOST HIGH
The
LORD
saw that the burden Moses
stood before HIS Altar in Kisumu,
bore
for
the
children of Israel was
HE declared it the holy place of HIS
beginning to overwhelm, and HE
Sanctuary, and ever since then, the
hence decided to devolve some of
church has now become conscious of
the powers and responsibilities from
a divine Presence. Everytime the CLOUD
Moses to the elders. That became the
OF THE GODHEAD visits HIS people,
watershed moment at which the LORD
HE often comes to bestow the joyful
commanded Moses to raise forth some
assurance of heaven unto their lives.
And in that joyful assurance, whenever
credible elders for Israel, during her
THE GODHEAD visits HIS people, HE must
journey through the wilderness. In full
always anoint them for the wonderful
compliance to that command, Moses
works of the Kingdom. Considering
chose 70 elders of sound standing,
this attribute of the CLOUD OF GOD,
from among the Israelites in the
then one can easily say that there is
wilderness. The purpose for appointing
this council of elders, was
And many
that they may help Moses
crippled and
administer certain aspects of
lame walked
their first steps
living among the children of
to freedom
Israel in the camp. However,
and left behind
owing to the apostasy that
marks of the
wonderful work had entrenched in the camp,
of the Precious
many from the congregation
Blood of Jesus!
of GOD's people became very
sceptical of the choices of
Moses, and literally rejected
that council. Most likely, the
decision by the Israelites to
hold the appointed council
to suspicion must have
no better time in the history of the
been highly informed by how much
church than now, when she most
decay they had observed within such
needed the anointing and help of GOD.
headmen in the days previous. This
By so coming to anoint the Priesthood
is what threw the 'spanner into the
of the visited church, GOD ALMIGHTY
works' when lawlessness threatened
is essentially saying that the hour
to overrun the camp and ground
beholds for reign of the Holy Spirit and
its activities. In that discord and
the baptism of the congregation with
condescence, Israel was plunged into
fire. HE is doing so within the backdrop
the darkest hour of her exodus as
of the challenges that have today
bound bride of
the Messiah. That
is the reason for
which THE GODHEAD
HIMSELF decided
to visit the church
on that December
31st, 2012 at
the Kisumu Mega
Revival Meeting. HE
is indeed now fully
Tabernacled in the
church, that HE may
direct the course
the events that
define the spiritual
destiny of the
present-day church!
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THE DAY THE GODHEAD HIMSELF DESCENDED FROM HIS THRONE AND VISITED HIS SERVANT IN THE MIGHTY KISUMU CRUSADE / DECEMBER 31, 2012
And The PROPHET OF THE LORD Pointed Towards Those 3 Trees, While Shouting, " I SEE THE GLORY COMING HERE!" However, As The Meeting
Continued On And A Massive Healing Anointing Struck The Stadium, The MAN OF GOD All Of A Sudden Began To Say In A Loud Voice,
"THE LORD IS HERE! THE LORD IS HERE! AND AT THAT TIME THE GLORY OF GOD APPEARED IN THE DIRECTION OF THE 3 TREES.

prolific blossoming of the 'Aaron's rod'
in HIS genuine priesthood at this hour.
This is the only way in which JEHOVAH
will ascertain that the endtime revival
engulfs the church, by ensuring that
only HIS bonafide servants command
respect and authority among HIS
sheep. It is a move of GOD on time, in
order to lead the flock into the glorious
Kingdom of GOD. We are hereby vividly
reminded of one such moment, when
a bitter conflict ensued between Aaron
and the other contestants, regarding
who exactly had the right and authority
to minister the sacred word of GOD
unto HIS people. Just as THE GODHEAD
HIMSELF had to visit the seventy elders
that Moses put apart in the leadership
of Israel, so did THE GODHEAD again
defend HIS legitimate priesthood. In
a symbolic act that set HIS genuine
priesthood
apart from the
false teachers,

descend onto Mt. Sinai in THE CLOUD
OF HIS GLORY. It was on that auspicious

visitation that THE GODHEAD HIMSELF
handed to Moses the Stone Tablets on
which the sacred statutes of GOD were
engraved.

The Lord said to Moses,
“Come up to me on the
mountain and stay here, and
I will give you the tablets
of stone with the law and
commandments I have written
for their instruction.” (Ex
24:12).
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This becomes yet another moment at
which we can well comprehend how
dear to HIS Heart, the heavenly statutes
are. That THE GODHEAD HIMSELF may
come down and preside over both
the enactment and the promulgation
of the statutes of heaven that would
from that day
henceforth govern
the life of man
JEHOVAH
on earth. Moving
deliberately
forward from the
went ahead and
delivery of those Ten
sprout forth the
Commandments, we
TOTALLY BLIND EYES OPEN
blossoming of
clearly see that the
GOD of heaven then began to advance
Aaron's rod. This was a deliberate act
HIS cause in the life of man, by not only
to display the favour and authority of
proscribing certain activities within
the LORD that had been delegated to
the priesthood as HIS authentic agency
the camp, but also instituting certain
on the earth.
sacred holidays eg. Shabat. On this
occasion too, it can therefore be well
said that THE GODHEAD has come down
Upholding God's Statutes
from HIS lofty Throne in heaven, and
When the time came for the LORD to
accepted to be Tabernacled within the
document the covenant that would
church, in order to preside over this
reign between HIM and HIS people
holy pilgrimage in which the body of
Israel, owing to the gravity of that
Christ is involved on the way to HIS
occasion, THE GODHEAD HIMSELF had to
Kingdom. JEHOVAH HIMSELF is now

tented in a human shelter with the due
duty of inspecting the institution of
all HIS statutes and their observance
thereof. Key among the laws that GOD
MOST HIGH is quick to enforce is that
well established scripture in Hebrews
chapter 12 verse 14; a scripture that
boldly lays out the rule of the game for
entry into the rapture of the church.
Put together, one can easily sum up the
mission of THE CLOUD OF THE GODHEAD
in the church, as being one in which HE
has come to not only institute, but also
establish holiness as the hallmark that
vividly DISTINGUISHES HIS people from
the rest who have no governing law
over their law.

He spoke to them from the
pillar of cloud; they kept his
statutes and the decrees he
gave them (Psalm 99:7).

Bestowing His Goodness

F

OR ISRAEL, THEIR DESPERATE
experience in Egypt appears to
have highly informed the way in
which they handled the encounter with
THE CLOUD OF GOD, on a daily basis.
Given that their lives in Egypt were
largely defined by a brutal slavery,
then it is understandable that there
arose a dire need for GOD’s leading in
the camp. While they had been fully
accustomed to total submission to daily
command from their Egyptian masters,
Israel was now confronted with a totally
different challenge. They were faced
with having to deal with a life in total
freedom and liberty. This posed a
serious trial that emanated from the
fact that now the children of Israel had
to learn to live their lives in liberty and
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voyage, was THE
TIMING OF GOD.
For Israel, when
THE GODHEAD

came down in
THE CLOUD OF
HIS GLORY and

installed HIS
timing on her
exodus, that
involved much
more than meets
the eye.

SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA 2013 CONFERENCE
that the level of ugly act that was
being perpetrated by the wicked, was
equal to the level of complaint HE had
received, He would then know what to
do.
Then the LORD said, “The

outcry against Sodom and
Gomorrah is so great and their
sin so grievous that I will go
down and see if what they have
done is as bad as the outcry
that has reached me. If not, I
will know.” (Genesis 18:20).
In the same way, when the children
of Israel cried out aloud to THE LORD
as a result of the great abuse that the
Egyptians were perpetrating upon the
House of Jacob, HE listened from HIS
Throneroom in
heaven and came
to their rescue.
However, as Israel
embarked on
the journey to
Jerusalem, they
soon again ran
into some serious
obstacles. Principal
among them was
the danger that
the Egyptian army
posed onto the
Israelites as they
engaged in hot pursuit to recapture
them. This became yet another
moment when Israel had to again cry
out the LORD for rescue. Part of the
main reason as to why the Egyptians
pursued them into the wilderness, is
because Israel acted as though she
was terribly stranded in the wilderness
with no where to go. And that is why
when THE GODHEAD HIMSELF decided
to descend in THE CLOUD OF HIS GLORY
that visited the wilderness, one of
the most important things that THE
CLOUD brought into this stalled

In spite of this, you did not
trust in the Lord your God,
33
who went ahead of you on
your journey, in fire by night
and in a cloud by day, to search
out places for you to camp
and to show you the way you
should go (Deut 1:32-33).
32

It literally entailed THE CLOUD OF THE
GODHEAD going ahead of Israel to
search out places and find safe haven
at which there would be minimal
dangers to the women and children,
and all people. Upon searching out
such safe places, THE LORD also
ensured that there would be an oasis
of water nearby for them to drink from.
That is when HIS CLOUD would lift and
lead the
children
of Israel
to that
designated
place.

In
all the
travels
of the
36

Israelites,
whenever
the
cloud lifted from above the
tabernacle, they would set out;
37
but if the cloud did not lift,
they did not set out—until the
day it lifted. 38 So the cloud
of the Lord was over the
tabernacle by day, and fire was
in the cloud by night, in the
sight of all the Israelites during
all their travels (Ex 40:36-38).
However, when one carefully examines
the state of the affair in the presentday church of Christ, one is left with

no choice but to conclude that she
is acting as though she is terribly
stranded on this journey towards the
Kingdom of GOD. In stead of making
progress, the enemies of the Cross
have caught up with her and are in
the process of returning her back
to captivity. This is the reason GOD
ALMIGHTY has now come in THE CLOUD
OF THE GODHEAD HIMSELF in order to
not only give her direction, but also
institute in her voyage the timing of
GOD. When THE CLOUD settled, the
Israelites encamped, and when THE
CLOUD lifted, they packed their things
and set out. In that way, disobedient
Israel turned her demeanour around
and became the most obedient Israel.
This is the regime of the timing of GOD
that THE CLOUD OF THE GODHEAD has
brought into the church. The church
too is being urged to now undergo a
total transformation from a House of
disobedience into a congregation of
the most obedient elect. Therefore, by
being Tabernacled inside the church
of Christ, THE CLOUD OF GOD has
essentially brought the timing of GOD
into the christian walk into the glorious
Kingdom of the rapture. This message
of the intuition on the timing of GOD
couldn't have come at a better time in
the life of the church. Today the church
lives in the post-modern 'instant world'
in which virtually everything is instant
in the life of the believer. Such a
tweeter, face book, google talk, skype,
viber, emails, icloud, generation, may
indeed find it so hard to adjust to
the regimen of GOD's timing that this
CLOUD brings to the church.

But do not forget this one
thing, dear friends: With the
Lord a day is like a thousand
years, and a thousand years are
like a day (2 Peter 3:8).
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If today's church is going to find her
way into the Kingdom of GOD, she
would have to return to the old biblical
ways where GOD's timing is the best. ■

